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Layer Sets aHigh Technical Standard
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Going
Digital:
Our Interest
in Radio
DTS CEO says iBiquity
Digital and HD Radio
provide astrong
growth opportunity
for the company

ICOMMENTARY

20-year NAB veteran
is recipient of Radio

BY JON KIRCHNER

World's Excellence in

The author is chairman and CEO of
DTS Inc.

Engineering Award
BY PAUL McLANE
David Layer, senior director, advanced
engineering in the Technology Department of the National Association of

Broadcasters, is the 2015 recipient of
Radio World's Excellence in Engineering Award.
Recipients represent the highest ideals of the U.S. radio broadcast engineer-
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David Layer speaks at the
WorldDAB General Assembly
2015 and International Digital
Radio Symposium in November.
ing profession and reflect those ideals
through contributions to the industry.
He is the 12th person so honored.
We recognize Layer for his work in
radio technology advocacy and education, as well as in broadcast standards
setting; for his enthusiastic support of
numerous leading engineering organizations; and for his apparently inexhaustible energy. If it seems like David Layer
is present anywhere and anytime that
radio broadcast technology is discussed.
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Oct. 1, 2015 was agreat day for DTS
Inc. Since our founding in 1993, DTS
has been dedicatçd to making the world
sound better by providing leading edge
technology and innovative solutions. On
that day, we expanded the scope of our
business with the acquisition of iBiquity
Digital Corp. and entered the world of
broadcast radio.
HD Radio technology represents the
biggest advancement in terrestrial radio
broadcasting since the advent of FM
radio and is poised for a very strong
future in the USA and abroad.
As atechnology company, we have a
long history of innovating in well-established fields of consumer entertainment.

(continued on page 4)

(continued on page 12)
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We've engineered FM- 55 to make it easy for you to craft
your on- air sound to be clean, loud, and sweet - no matter
what your format. FM- 55 comes with presets created by
our broadcast audio perfectionists to cover virtually every
type of programming. Just dial it up and instantly your
sound gets asonic facelift - one your listeners will love.
Like giving candy to a. well, you get the picture...

Wanna tweak? We give you atoolbox that lets you get
at every parameter in FM- 55 to take control and sculpt the
finest sound you can - YOUR signature sound. Best part
is, FM- 55 is exceptionally cost effective/cost competitive
-the fastest growing choice in under-$ 3K FM processors!
Give your listeners pure ear candy - contact us today and
get FM- 55 for your airchain now.

Nutrition Facts
Intelligent
IAGC

Smart Stereo
Enhancement

Bass Management
System 3.0

Multipath
Control

Wheatstone'
baseband192

WheatNet-IP
Compatible

Produces aconsistent,
spectrally- balanced
sound regardless of
density variations
in incoming source
material. Essential for
different media formats.

Specialized automatic
level and spectral
management algorithms
provide awide but
extremely stable 'on- air'
stereo image.

Circumvents bassrelated distortion.
Increased depth, feel.
and clarity of bass
impact without affecting
mid and high
frequency content.

Mitigates market
and terrain- specific
mult-ipath behavior,
reducing the problem
of multipath-triggered
receiver- induced
stereo blend.

A single AES/E131.1 cable
between the processor
and acurrent solid-state
FM transmitter carries
the digital baseband
signal for exceptionally
clean sound.

Control the FM- 55 and
stream its audio to and
from anywhere in the
WheatNet-IP
audio network.
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RDS: In front of agroup of 60 industry experts from 14
countries, RDS Forum members presented the new RDS2

RDIO SHUTTERS: Pandora will spend $ 75 million to acquire

system at the first RDS2 Info Day in Berlin on Nov. 3. An

"key assets" from streaming company Rdio, which is seek-

enhanced version of the radio data system used by FM

ing bankruptcy protection and will close. Pandora will

radio, RDS2 is backward compatible with RDS receivers.

For address changes and subscription renewal, please visit

acquire technology and intellectual property and said in

For more see http://tinyurl.com/RW-RDS2.

radioworld.com and click on the " Subscription" button.
To submit letters or story proposals, to request writer's
guidelines, or for other editorial matters, email the editor
at radioworld@nbmedia.com.
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jobs. Rdio plans to end service in all markets, and a bank-

NAB HIRE: NAB named avice presi-

ruptcy court will supervise an auction for its assets. It was

dent of spectrum policy. FCC Deputy

founded by Janus Friis, co- creator of Skype, in 2010. Rdio

Chief Technologist Alison Neplokh

CEO Anthony Bay, aformer exec for Amazon, Microsoft

joins after working with the com-

and Apple, had joined the firm in late 2013 with big expec-

mission for adecade. She has been

tations. Pandora has been on an acquisition spree lately; it

in her current job since April, and

recently bought events and ticketing company Ticketfly.

she is former chief engineer of the
Media Bureau and former acting

RDIO II: The end of Rdio will affect Cumulus Media, which

legal advisor to Commissioner Jessica

purchased an equity stake in 2013 to deliver live radio feeds
from its 400- plus stations via the platform. Cumulus will

as research systems programmer for

Rosenworcel. She began her career
Carnegie Mellon University, where she
wrote software to monitor the cam-

able until Rdio closes, according to aCumulus statement.

pus network. She also worked as afirmware engineer for
Ericsson designing a high-speed IP router.

MORE CLOSURES: In other streaming news, Apple said
it would shut down the Beats Music streaming service at
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the end of November, ayear and a half after acquiring it;
Apple encouraged subscribers to shift libraries and playlists

received the first Jules Cohen Award for Outstanding

to Apple Music, according to aCBC news story. Separately,

Symposium in Orlando, Fla. ( see page 8) Broadcast

Broadcast Engineering at the IEEE Broadcast Technology
Technology Society
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NEXTRADIO: TagStation reduced pricing for

leading experts in

broadcasters to $ 10 per month per analog FM

broadcast antennas,
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towers and filters for
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radio and television,

month but with no setup charges. " These changes

but also IEEE Fellow
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Make Radio World part of your day every day. Visit our website for
great Web- only Radio World content, including the following recent
posts and stories:

Robert Weller at WRC-15 —
"Make no mistake, the wonicy
technical decisions made at the
WRC have far-reaching consequences for the future of commu-

Forry on the New Media Paradigm — As part of this fall's

nications and spectrum usage."

National Student Electronic Media Convention, Greg

See radioworld.com/weller.

Weston of College Broadcasters Inc. talked with keynoter
Clinton Forry, vice president of content strategy at Weber
Shandwick, about radio's place in today's rapidly- changing
media environment. See radiovvorld.com/forry.
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LAYER

But COMSAT, which had been created by Congress
in the 1960s and at first enjoyed amonopoly position,
was changing in the 1990s, going through a period of
deregulation. It was agood time to move on, especially
for ayoung man who sought to do more than spend each
day in alab. " Iwanted to embrace the larger world."
So when he spotted a want ad in the Washington
Post for an association job involving both technology
and journalism, he responded.

(continued from page 1)
it's because, practically speaking, he is.
NAB ROLE
Layer, 57, has worked for the NAB for 20 years,
having started as senior engineer. Today his office,
mobile phone and email box together form anexus of
discussions and planning among the most influential
technologists in the U.S. radio broadcast industry.
Considering how many facets of the industry he has
touched, his project work alone qualifies him for Radio
World's award.
He is project manager for technology projects at
NAB Labs, where he has directed numerous radio
engineering undertakings including construction of
its radio test bed facility. He's been deeply engaged in
NAB FASTROAD technology advocacy program projects such as FM IBOC asymmetric sideband transmission, an HD Radio Electronic Program Guide, IBOC
SFN/digital booster development, improving power
efficiency of transmission facilities and VHF/UHF
antenna systems for integration in mobile devices.
He has hired and managed engineering experts
for studies and tests involving such topics as Part 15
FM modulators, LPFM interference and elevated FM
IBOC digital power.
Layer also is principal administrator of NAB's
Radio Technology Committee, a group of executives
who advise the association on tech development and
regulation; and he provides technical expertise to
NAB's government relations and legal people about
broadcast regulatory and legislative matters.

LIFE AT NAB
In one sentence, here's adescription of what David
Layer does these days: "Igo to alot of meetings."
He laughs when he says this, but it's true, and it's also
OK. "Ilove working with people, and we accomplish a
(continued on page 5)

Layer, left, troublestroots amodem
board at COMSAT circa 1994, with
supervisor Mark Kappes looking on.
scopes. and ‘vitli his help ‘‘, ould (>bsene
and play with Lissajous figures."
At the University of Maryland he
started as a radio/film major but soon
switched over to tech. It fit him well:
he became president of the university's chapter of the national engineering
honor society Tau Beta Pi and ultimately earned abachelor of science in
electrical engineering. Later he would
add an MSEE from Purdue University.
In the mid- 1980s, Layer parlayed a
college co-op assignment at COMSAT
Laboratories into an offer to join its
technical staff.
He spent a decade there, becoming
associate manager in the Transmission
and Channel Processing Department. A
highlight of his technical and planning
activities was designing an applicationspecific integrated circuit, amodem for
satellite transmission of digital video, in Layer stands in front of adesign drawing for ahigh-speed data modem
1993. He keeps alarge plot of this chip that he developed at COMSAT. In his hand is the actual modem integrated
circuit.
on his wall.

SELF-EDUCATION
Growing up in the Washington suburbs, Layer remembers being fascinated by astronomy, math, journalism
and photography. He edited his high school newspaper,
took photos for the yearbook and served in his school's
AV department, videotaping basketball games.
He would visit the laboratory where his father
worked as aresearch physicist for the National Bureau
of Standards, now the National Institute of Standards
and Technology, in Gaithersburg, Md. "Ican remember
being fascinated by the signal generators and oscillo-
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lot of important things."
A better description, he says, would
be, " Isupport NAB's activities in the
technical arena." That means giving
presentations, educating people, conducting research, writing, posting social
media. He is active in NAB's technical
conference planning activities.
He professes to never being bored:
"It's one of the exciting things about
working at atrade association."
He loves that many of his colleagues
— folks like John Marino, Janet Elliott
and Kelly Williams — have been in
the department for such a long time.
He reports to Lynn Claudy, senior vice
president of technology, but "we all
work together." More recent additions to
the department include Skip Pizzi, Katy
Armstrong, Tariq Islam, So Vang and
the head of the department, Executive
Vice President and Chief Technology
Officer Sam Matheny.
Many radio industry people know
Layer through his work on the association's conferences and annual shows.
"I'm really alucky man to have landed
this job that allows me to pursue all
these things Ienjoy: engineering, writing, working with people."
It's agood thing that he likes to travel
though.

In familiar public address made, Layer addresses asession at the Kansas
Association of Broadcasters Convention in fall of 2015.
standard in the United States was critical, probably its most influential project
to date. More typical is the development of guidelines and best practices to
help engineers get the most out of their
station air chains. "It's more mundane
perhaps, but I've put my all into that."
He was program manager for
NRSC's high-speed FM data subcarrier
67 kHz compatibility tests; and he is the
NRSC's liaison to the RDS Forum, a
non-profit industry association based in
Geneva that advocates for the FM RDS
technology and keeps it current.
But wait, there's more.
Layer has served as NAB's representative to the North American
Broadcasters Association Technical

Committee and is currently the association's representative to NABA's Radio
Committee and chair of the tatter's
FM chip working group. He was on the
steering board of hybrid radio project
RadioDNS; and his résumé includes
technical work for NAB in the areas of
nextgen television and satellite.
Like the good former high school
newspaper editor that he is, he has been
an author and contributor for NAB's
Radio and TV TechCheck newsletters and the McGraw-Hill Yearbook of
Science and Technology. He contributed
to the ninth edition of the respected
NAB Engineering Handbook, was associate editor of the 10th and is reprising
(continued on page 6)
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STANDARDS & MORE
On the standards side, he is the
primary staff person for the National
Radio Systems Committee as well as
several of its subcommittees and working groups.
We've written in Radio World often
about NRSC and Layer's involvement;
you are likely well familiar with it. But
his contributions to its standards are
another important reason Radio World
has named David Layer for our award.
NRSC is the technical standards setting body co-sponsored by NAB and
the Consumer Technology Association
(which until recently was called the
Consumer Electronics Association).
His fingerprints can be found on
NRSC-5-B "IBOC Digital Radio Broadcasting Standard," NRSCG202 "FM
IBOC Total Digital Sideband Power for
Various Configurations" and NRSCG201A "NRSC-5 Mask Compliance: Measurement Methods and Practice."
He is present for virtually all NRSC
events and conference calls, a boon to
NRSC leaders past and present like
Milford Smith, Charlie Morgan and
the many engineers who head its committees. "The volunteers are the heart
and blood of the NRSC," Layer said
modestly, " Ijust kind of corral them.
It's been an honor working with those
folks." But anyone who knows how the
committee operates will tell you his
work goes beyond corralling.
NRSC's effort toward adigital radio
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LAYER
(continued from page 5)
that role with the planned 11th edition.
In 2001 he authored a notable cover
story for IEEE Spectrum Magazine,
"Digital Radio Takes to the Road," prior
to the adoption of digital radio in the
United States and NRSC's evaluation of
the iBiquity FM HD Radio system.
The engineering community also
knows him as a senior member of the
IEEE and a leader of its Broadcast
Technology Society, where he serves
on the Administrative Committee, is a
Distinguished Lecturer and has been
the chair or co-chair of six annual IEEE
Broadcast Symposia.
Need still more? He is an associate member and on the board of the
Association of Federal Communications

Nora Bosse and her husband David
Layer are shown on avisit to the
Brooklyn Bridge.

All-cFgital AM field testing in 2013, late at night at Greater Media's WBT. From
left: Laer, Milford Smith and Jerry Dowd of Greater Media, Tim Hardy of Nautel,
Dennis WaEace of Meintel, Sgrigroli & Wallace, Russ Mundschenk of iBiqt,ity
(now DS), Gary Liebiscb. of Nautel and Dan Ryson of Cavell, Mertz & Associates.
yet finds time for NRSC, the NAB
Broadcast Engineering Conference and
other efforts.
Layer is supported in his pursuits
by his wife Nora Bosse, who shares
his love of travel. "She enjoys seeing
me pursue engineering and broadcast
with apassion." Each has several grown

Layer shares alaugh with Kelly Williams, NAB senior dire:tor for engineering and
technology policy. A photo on the wall shows Layer scuba diving, afavorite pastime.
Consulting Engineers and past chair of
its Scholarship Committee; and he's a
member of the Society of Broadcast
Engineers.
Others have recognized his work;
just in the past year or so, he has
received the Consumer Electronics
Association's Technology Leadership
Award as well as the Matti S. Siukola
Memorial Award for the Best Paper of
the IEEE Broadcast Symposium.
And like every other responsible engineer, David Layer worries about where
the next generation will come from.
"It's not just gonna happen on its
own. We can't just expect the next generation to come walking through the
door. We have to actively pursue it."
He applauds efforts by AFCCE, IEEE
and the NAB Education Foundation's
Technology Apprenticeship Program,
he said, but wishes the industry had
more partners in the educational system.

So, like many of our past award
recipients. Layer promotes technical
education. You may have seen him
speak at the Public Radio Engineering
Conference in Las Vegas or at AES
conventions. He has addressed broadcast association conferences in at least
14 states and Puerto Rico, speaking
about digital radio, IPAWS, EAS and
FCC technical rules. He has taught
at American University, Frederick
Community College and the U.S.
Telecommunications Training Institute.
TIME MANAGEMENT
Iask wonderingly how he manages
his time. Layer confesses that things
can get stressful, but he points out that
many of these activities are his own
choice. And he's inspired by people like
Milford Smith, afellow RW Excellence
in Engineering Award recipient who
has his hands full at Greater Media

children from previous marriages. The
couple lives on athree-acre lot in apastoral outlier of Washington/Baltimore.
When he needs to think about something other than technology, he'll ride
a bike, explore some home remodeling
or — whenever possible — strap on
the aqualung. Layer is acertified scuba
dive master, an enthusiastic member of
an informal broadcast industry club that
also includes Smitty, Rick Ducey and
Andy Laird among others.
At 57 he hopes to be gainfully
employed at NAB for at least another
decade.
"It's a great place to work. Sam
[Matheny] is taking us in a lot of new
directions in what NAB Tech is doing."
And Layer is not the type to sit in a
rocking chair on afront porch. "People
who stay involved and active have better
qualities of life."
ABOUT RADIO
Beyond education and mentoring,
how can today's radio technologists
advance our industry?
Layer mentions practical steps like
making sure your facility is operating
at peak performance and checking your
digital time alignment. But he'd also like
to see all broadcasters be more aware of
creating aconsistent user experience for
radio, helping to roll out — "on every
platform, on every station" — the kind
of metadata and album art services that
listeners have come to expect on other
platforms.
"It's not just up to the technologists obviously ... but this is something
we're trying to get everyone to focus
on. Consistent user experience is vital."

And that's challenging for an industry
of 15,000 or so individual broadcast
stations licensed to thousands of owners who are not often on the same page
about anything.
Among his proudest accomplishments is the all-digital AM field testing
work he helped lead recently. It involved
visits to nine AM stations, measuring
the coverage of digital radio signals,
gathering results and presenting them to
the industry.
So what are his thoughts about the
future of our medium? He's excited
about advances in digital radio, particularly the growing penetration of
HD Radio receivers in automobiles.
When he was in London at the recent
WorldDAB assembly, he learned that
three-quarters of new cars sold in the
United Kingdom have DAB receivers.
"We're approaching those numbers
in the U.S.,- he said. "Digital radio on
the FM side in particular is going well,
and Ithink that will continue to be a
good news story. Listeners are paying
attention to multicast channels. ... The
stuff that NextRadio has accomplished
is another great story."
He expects the growth of radio in
smartphones to accelerate, and is watching with interest to see how streaming
audio for broadcast plays out.
He emphasized that he was speaking
only for himself, but he said the goal for
broadcasters should be to seek aviable
presence on every platform.
David Layer is doing his part toward
that. Still, he reminded me that he came
from abackground in digital and satellite
communications, not radio or TV at all.
"These broadcast engineering executives and chief engineers and technicians are all so excited and passionate
about broadcasting. I have to believe
that not every industry is like this. ...
They've really accepted me and helped
me along. There's alot I've needed help
with; I've never wanted for help.
"I really feel blessed that I've become
part of the community."
Comment on this or any story. Email
radioworldenbmedia.com.
Colleagues salute David Layer, page 30
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IEEE BTS Explores Problems/Fixes
RF technology, audio, cybersecurity topped
agenda at three-day broadcast group event
BY JAMES E. O'NEAL
IBOC issues, audio advances, cybersecurity, grounding and bonding, broadcast antenna evolution and space exploration were highlights of the annual
IEEE Broadcast Technology Society
Fall Symposium. It was the 63rd such
gathering of radio and TV engineering personnel in as many years. The
October event was held at the Caribe
Royale hotel in Orlando, Fla. and
attracted some 120 participants from
across the United States and beyond.
More than 30 technical presentations
were offered at this year's conference.

of SAS. They presented information
individually about the audio-overIP interoperability standard and later
joined in apanel discussion on the topic.
CYDER [IN]SECURITY
As broadcasters become more and
more dependent on the Internet, protection of data and content has become
more and more of an issue.
The 2015 symposium addressed this

the broadcast engineering community.
With this year's event being held in
Orlando, aspecial treat was available to
25 lucky registrants in the form of apreconference trip to the Kennedy Space
Center, located about an hour's drive
from the city. The guests were given a
behind-the-scenes tour of NASA facilities and were later hosted at a dinner
party at anearby events center.
A space " theme" continued on
Thursday with a luncheon keynote
address by long-time NASA project
manager and space evangelist Jon
Cowart, who had served as atour guide

Alliance, Phil Owens of Wheatstone,
Keyur Parikh of GatesAir and Al Salci

signals from two NASA deep space
probes that are now more than 10 " light
hours" away from earth.
"You folks will appreciate this," said
Cowart. "They [the probes] are a long
way away. If you took the total amount
of radio energy we get from the Voyager
probes in a year and bundle it up into
one nice neat little package of energy,
it's one one-thousandth of the energy
from a snowflake hitting the ground.
And yet we can still communicate."
FROM MARCONI TO DIGITAL BROADCASTING
Another luncheon speaker, longtime consulting engineer Ron Rackley
of duTreil, Lundin & Rackley, drew
applause with his narrative of the broadcast antenna's evolution, tracing it from
Marconi's first attempt to get alot of wire
high up in the air and on to the antennas
use in 21st century communications. As
part of his presentation, Rackley offered
a "litmus test" for radio engineers.
"You know you might be a radio
engineer if as achild you enjoyed listening to the kilocycles and kilowatts information at station signoff right before the
national anthem was played, or if you
would beg your mother to drive you by a

FIRST ITEM OF BUSINESS
FM IBOC was at the top of the list
at the conference, with a kick-off session on Wednesday featuring presentations by Nautel's Philipp Schmid and
Dielectric's John Schadler.
Schmid touted the potential advantages of interleaving HD Radio signals, including operating economy and
many more program selections for the
listener. Schadler offered suggestions
and techniques for accommodating RF
power increases at combined IBOC FM
transmission sites.
The NAB's David Layer continued
the radio theme with an in-depth look
at operations of NAB Labs, which
began operations about three years ago.
GeoBroadcast Solutions' Hal Kneller
followed with a presentation on the
implementation of a single-frequency
network at Florida's WSUN.
The often-neglected topic of connecting a broadcast facility to the
earth was explored by ERI's President/
CEO Tom Silliman in his presentation
"Grounding Concepts and Techniques
for Broadcast." He described effective
grounding methodologies as well as
the measurement of the effectiveness of
grounding systems.
Other symposium presentations
included a session on AES67 with
industry experts Greg Shay of the Telos

at the Kennedy Center. In his presentation, Cowart said many space exploration
projects have benefitted society on one
way or another.
He described the reception of radio

A group of conference registrants enjoyed abehind-the- scenes tour of the
Kennedy Space Center. Here the group poses beneath the engine nozzles of
the enormous Saturn 5rocket on display.
with two presentations on cybersecurity. Information technology specialist
George Waters offered his views on
safeguarding data in "Cybersecurity
Risk Management and Best Practices,"
and during the conference's Wednesday
lunch break, keynote speaker Frank
Artes provided arather alarming wakeup
call by extracting data from smartphones
and laptop computers in use by symposium attendees during his presentation.
Artes displayed the MAC addresses
and other information gleaned from the
wireless devices via alarge-screen projector, describing just how easy it was a
hacker to steal data in this fashion.
"Your blind faith in security products
will not end well," said Artes. "Turn off
radios you are not using, remove SSIDs
you no longer use and pay attention to
the SSID your device is connected to."
ROAD TRIP TO THE CAPE
Through 2012, the BTS Symposium
had been held in Washington. A decision was made to move it around the
country to make it more accessible to

transmitter site so you could look at the
towers in the field," said Rackley.
The 2016 BTS Symposium moves to
Hartford, Conn., with the Hartford Marriott Hotel hosting the Oct. 12-14 event.
Event information will be posted at
http:Ilbts.ieee.orgIbroadcastsymposium.

NEWSROUNDUP
CEA=CTA: The Consumer Electronics Association changed its name to the
Consumer Technology Association. President/CEO Gary Shapiro wrote, "The
word 'electronics' is limiting and does not capture all the innovation swirling
around wireless, the Internet, automobiles, health and the new economy. The
word 'technology' better defines what we have become and who we represent." Unchanged is the name of its trade show International CES.
CCW=NABNY: The National Association of Broadcasters changed the name
of its New York City-based Content & Communications World show. The
event will be known as NAB Show New York; its new tagline is " The Essence
of NAB. The Power of NYC."
DRONES: The Federal Aviation Administration warned drone owners away
from companies offering registration services. The FAA said in mid- November
that it expected to announce aregistration protocol shortly. " Owners should
wait until additional details about the forthcoming drone registration system
are announced later this month before paying anyone to do the work for
them," the agency said.
KID- FRIENDLY: IHeartMedia released afree streaming app aimed at kids
called iHeartRadio Family, created in partnership with the company BuildA- Bear. The app will carry iHeartMedia radio stations along with custom
content channels such as Build-A- Bear Radio and kids-oriented music. It has a
child-oriented interface.
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iHeartMedia Makes aPreemptive Strike
Here's what it has been telling the FCC about
AM Class As — and why you should care
BY GUY WIRE
The author is a veteran broadcast
engineer whose identity is cloaked and
whose opinions appear periodically in
RW and RW Engineering Extra.

between iHeart and the commission
this year.
The subsequent FCC order only raises the stakes, focusing more attention on
the unresolved question of what to do
about Class As.

Radio's version of class warfare politics is coming into full view through
iHeartMedia's discussions at the FCC in
recent months regarding contour protection limits for AM "anchor stations."
The company owns many of the fulltime 50 kW U.S. blowtorches that still
enjoy significant ratings and revenue; it
has 18 Class A stations; all but one are
in the lower 48, the other is in Alaska.
Meanwhile, many smaller AMs continue
to struggle and have been crying for FCC
help to "save" occupants of the band.
IHM doesn't want the FCC to change
nighttime skywave protections for big
Class As. So, as reported by radioworld.com in October, Sara Morris,
senior director of government affairs
for iHeartCommunications, met recently with Maria Kirby, legal advisor to
FCC Chairman Tom Wheeler to discuss
iHeart's concerns in the revitalization
proceeding. A follow-up letter from
iHeart attorney Marissa Repp reiterated
the company's thinking in writing and
posed 17 questions to the commission
(see below). Most of these addressed
potential interference to Class A skywave and secondary groundwave coverage areas. This came not long before
publication of the revitalization order
and was one of several conversations

ALONELY VOICE?
In support of its arguments, iHeart
cited research indicating that "more than
a half-million existing, actual listeners
of Class A stations, accounting for 13
million listening hours per month ...
would lose their existing service."
In his editor's column in July, Radio
World's Paul McLane quoted iHeart's
Jeff Littlejohn talking about this analysis, which iHeart based on extrapolations from PPM data. But we need to
know more than we've heard publicly
about this. It will help us understand the
facts in the controversy if we knew how
iHeart came up with these numbers,
which now are being cited by others
who support ongoing protections.
The claim is important, given that
most engineers and industry observers
believe that few listeners still use or rely
on skywave reception of big AM boomers anymore. Despite outcries from nostalgic distance listeners, the assumption
of late has been that satellite and now
Internet radio have largely replaced AM
listening to these stations, especially in
sparsely populated areas. The long-haul
truckers who dial up programs like
"Coast to Coast AM" and "Red Eye
Radio" at night now do so using alternate delivery platforms.

CLASS A QUESTIONS
Here are the questions posed by iHeartMedia to the
FCC in a letter summarizing its concerns about possible changes to Class A protections of AM signals. It
was sent and made public shortly before the commission published its AM revitalization order, in which the
commission seeks further comments and discussion
about such protections.
•To what extent do listeners go to the AM band to
receive content from Class A AM stations? Would a
reduction in Class A nighttime interference protections result in existing listeners of the AM band leaving the service due to increased interference, thereby
further weakening the AM band and the ability of
all AM stations to attract listeners? To what extent to
Class A AM listeners also listen to non-Class A AM
stations once they are tuned in to the AM dial? Will
dimunition of AM "anchor stations" have an overall
chilling effect on the AM band?
•To what extent does increased interference for Class

Thus, some argue, the commission
can afford to scale back protections
to open up room for smaller and more
localized broadcast signals. Further,
the availability of many media voices
renders big protected coverage areas
unnecessary.
But how true and far-reaching are
these underlying assumptions? Common
wisdom already tends to misjudge and
underestimate the depth and penetration
of overall radio listening, especially
from experts who predicted that the
Internet and the connected car would
make over-the-air radio irrelevant by
now. So I'd like to see Edison Research
or some other third party do acomprehensive study to provide real data about
fringe area and skywave AM listening.
Listeners who still use distant
groundwave and skywave reception do
encounter higher ambient noise levels
that make weaker AM signals more
unreliable. But rural and remote areas
are much less affected by many of the
obnoxious noise generators found in
urbanized areas.
Most Class A stations still enjoy
huge coverage areas within their 0.1
mV/m day and night contours. There
are exceptions, of course, depending on
regional ground conductivity; the protected groundwave contour of WSB in
Atlanta, for example, goes only afraction of the distance covered by WHO or
WLS because of ground conductivity.
When the FCC passed its recent
order, it also opened afurther notice of
proposed rulemaking, as Paul McLane
described in acolumn in November. As
that FNPRM proceeds, iHeart presumably will continue to resist proposals to
diminish Class A protections — during

A AM stations impact EAS Primary Entry Point stations for Department of Homeland Security/FEMA
alerts during emergencies?
•What would be the effect on non-Class A AM stations that do not increase power on their ability to
reach existing listeners, including their ability to provide local programming, public service information
and EAS notifications? Are listeners in rural, remote
and/or tribal areas disproportionately impacted?
•What are the potential number of actual listeners who
would lose access to an AM station signal if changes
to nighttime interference protections were adopted?
•Would listeners in rural or remove and/or tribal areas
lose access to nighttime news, information and sports
that they currently receive?
•Would Class A nighttime interference protection
changes undermine the ability of these AM stations
to continue to broadcast radio programming content

day, night or even critical hours.
But interestingly, companies like
CBS, Cumulus, Cox, Bonneville,
Hubbard and other Class A stakeholders
seem quiet. They have not yet stepped
forward to voice these concerns, at
least not publicly or formally to the
FCC as iHeart has done. (Their lack of
contribution is evidenced by this text
in the FCC order: "The advocates of
reduced protection to Class A stations
have differing views on exactly how to
change the protection rules. Opposition
to these commenter proposals comes
chiefly from ¡HM, which states that
Class A stations are among the only AM
(continued on page 12)

serving the public interest, such as news?
•What would be the impact of nighttime interference
protection reductions on Class A AM stations that
qualify as small businesses?
•Would the rationale for modifying skywave protections remain valid if the commission provides new
opportunities for AM stations to increase listenership
through increased access to FM translators?
•Would power increases in nighttime coverage for
Class B and D AM stations increase noise in the band
overall? To what extent would such an increase in
overall noise/interference negate any benefit from such
power increases? To what extent would Class B and D
AM stations that do not increase power be impacted
by increased interference from those stations that do
increase power on the same channel? Would any of
these impacted stations be Small Business Entities?
Would this increased interference impact the ability of
stations to perform EAS functions?
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GUY WIRE
(continued from page 10)

stations that garner substantial listenership." ( The italics are ours.)
Have other media companies given
up on any value for skywave and, more
importantly, secondary groundwave
coverage for their Class As? Will they
be more vocal in the next round of comments?

ANCHOR TENANTS
'Heart describes Class A stations
as "anchor tenants" in the AM Band
Shopping Center. By far, these stations
attract the highest numbers of all shoppers and listeners. To diminish them,
iHeart argues, could hasten the demise
of the entire AM radio enterprise.
This is classic class warfare. But
the more salient question is whether
local service trumps fringe or distant
service in all cases. The FCC has pretty
much given us its position on that in
Paragraph 55 of its further NPRM:
"Our goal of localism suggests that ser-

vice from alocal news and information
source should be preferred over better
reception of amore distant signal."
Almost everything in the FCC's
recent actions seems designed to help
the "little guys" on the AM dial and
does little to help legacy high-power stations. The feeling has seemed to be that
those stations already enjoy too many
advantages and protections and that it's
the little guys who are getting screwed.
[Heart's pre-emptive strikes appear to
have persuaded the commission to propose retaining present Class A groundwave contour protections. Section IV,
Paragraph 56 proposes to retain the
present 0.1 mV/m contour protections
both day and night, but to eliminate
critical hours protection altogether. And
the current 50 percent 0.5 mV/m skywave contour protection afforded Class
As is absent in this proposal.
The elimination of the skywave contour rule effectively would mark the end
of an era that has protected AM radio
clear channel services as we've known
them for almost 90 years.

DTS

Jon Kirchner

With a rich history of innovation, we are proud to
have developed game-changing audio technologies like
DTS Headphone:X, which delivers fully immersive
sound through any headphones, and DTS:X, a nextgeneration object-based audio technology for cinema
and home theaters, that will play an important part in
how entertainment is delivered and consumed over the
next decade.
This is important because the platform technologies
we have developed serve as a key bridge to how we
think about innovating within the radio space — where
offering a more compelling, useful, interactive and
value-added solution for broadcasters and consumers
alike sets the stage for wider adoption of HD Radio and
various DTS technologies. Also important is ensuring
our efforts are geared to help preserve the business
and future of the well-established and ubiquitous radio
medium.

GROWTH OPPORTUNITY
Fundamentally, we believe that iBiquity Digital and
HD Radio technology provide astrong growth opportunity for DTS.
The companies have very similar business models,
serve many of the same customers in the automotive
and consumer electronics space, and collectively are
well-positioned to operate an independent and neutral

The commission apparently has
rejected iHeart's plea to consider keeping at least some measure of skywave
service protection in the NPRM and has
followed through on its promise to let
more local service opportunities trump
distant services.
Critical hours rules — like the critical array designation — have always
been somewhat of a nuisance and are
probably an easy bone for Class As to
lose in this proceeding.
In my reading, the FCC appears to
be proposing a grand compromise in
its further NPRM, eliminating skywave
protection but retaining the present 0.1
mV/m groundwave contour protections
both day and night for the Class As. If
enacted, this will allow quite afew stations on co- and first-adjacent channels
to Class As to improve their own local
coverage by letting out nighttime patterns in their Class A protected nulls.
So there is an important discussion at
hand. In my opinion, iHeart was justified
in asking its 17 questions about Class A
coverage protections. Before the NPRM

platform for the radio industry.
The fact that we are so similar gives
us high confidence that we will be able
to facilitate a smooth and fast integration, paving the way for us to focus our
energies on addressing the challenges
in the market and better serving our
radio broadcaster, automotive and endconsumer customers.
This transaction is expected to
increase overall awareness of DTS and
perceived listener value. It also gives
DTS a bigger footprint in the automotive space. Over time we believe that

(continued from page 1)

We achieve this through a combination of cutting-edge R&D along with
strategic partnerships and acquisitions
Over the years we catalyzed a revolution in the motion picture entertainment
experience, developed widely acclaimed
solutions for the mobile market, and
have helped redefine the entertainment
experience in the home, in cars and on
the go via mobile and portable entertainment devices.
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cars will become an ever more important intersection
point for technology as consumers seek to have seamless, integrated multi-device content experiences across
various listening environments.

UPTAKE
One of the key considerations in this acquisition was
the strong support of HD Radio technology by both
U.S. broadcasters and major car manufacturers.
More than 2,300 radio stations have licensed HD
Radio technology and have demonstrated a commitment to growing the market for digital radio services
over the last 10 years. In fact, HD Radio technology
has enabled the launch of more than 1,700 new HD2/
HD3 radio stations.
Local radio is afixture in daily American life —
consumers love and depend on local radio. According
to Nielsen, more than 90 percent of Americans listen

turns into an order, many of those questions need quantifiable answers based
on statistically valid studies, rather than
anecdotal reply comments. Meanwhile,
even though iHeart is not likely to get
everything it was hoping for, it has
at least for now convinced the commission that some Big Guys still have
a Big Stake in the AM improvement
proposals. The next battleground in this
debate will be whether the 0.1 mV/m
groundwave contour protection being
proposed is too generous for the Class
As and should be pushed up to the 0.5
mV/m contour.
You can read the order and further
NPR M at http:Iltinyurl.comIrw-AMorder. As debate unfolds over these
comprehensive proposals, it remains to
be seen whether comments or substantive new information about AM Class A
service to listeners in skywave and secondary coverage contours will justify
adopting the proposed contour protections in afinal report and order.
Comment on this or any story. Email
radioworldenbmedia.com.

to broadcast radio weekly, for more than 13 hours on
average. This represents ahuge share of relative entertainment consumption. Further studies show a high
percentage of listening occurs in the car, which is one
of the best places to truly immerse oneself in music
and directly engage consumers on the go.
With the size and scale of these numbers, any
technology and solutions that provide a better, more
content-rich and compelling experience to such awide
audience provide clear opportunity now and in the
future.
Importantly, all 36 automotive brands available
in the U.S. now offer HD Radio technology in their
vehicles across more than 200 different models. In
2014, HD Radio receivers were integrated into
approximately 35 percent of all cars sold in the
U.S. To date, just over 10 percent of the cars
on the road in North America have HD Radio
receivers, numbering approximately 25 million
vehicles. That figure is increasing every day.
As we move into an ever-more networkconnected world, the range of technologies that
reach connected devices continues to evolve.
Cars are increasingly being connected and thus,
it's strategically important for DTS to broaden our
reach in both the radio broadcast and auto markets
where we can play a bigger role in the coming age
of deeper mobile and auto infotainment integration.
Advances in sound technologies and data-driven services are increasingly converging in today's "digital
dash," and new services and businesses will develop
as aresult of never before-seen levels of connectivity.
DTS is firmly committed to being at the heart
of these next-generation opportunities, and to supporting and building an ever-broader future for the
HD Radio technology platform. We look forward to
working closely with our industry partners to roll out
HD Radio solutions, educate consumers and invest in
future enhancements to meet the needs of broadcasters,
automotive and mobile manufacturers and consumers,
making your radio experience better and more compelling in every way.
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INTELLIGENT SYSTEM DESIGN
Spectrum-scalable digital radios with

•

greater flexibility in STL planning and future growth.
The integrated T1 /E1 and Ethernet interfaces allow for acombination of Tl/E1 and IP packet data.

userselectable data rates enable broadcasters to have

-0 IP APPLIANCES AND APPLICATIONS
Offer IP transmitter control, surveillance security, and site monitoring to reduce downtime, and protect valuable station assets while saving
travel time to the site.
alumme
*
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From the transmitter site, offers backup of business records and programming content to get you back on the air quickly in the event of astudio outage.
EMAIL AND INTERNET ACCESS FROM THE TRANSMITTER SITE
Saves engineers time accessing manuals or technical support from manufacturers during maintenance sessions.
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Full SNMP package with GUI provides easy monitoring and configuration changes.
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Use aLight Pole to Mount Antennas
And check out aneat tool that works in conjunction with your multimeter
I

WORKBENCH

are troubleshooting in tight spaces.
Thanks, Allen, for letting readers
know about the great deals.

by John Bisset
Read more Workbench articles online at radioworld.com

I
had the privilege to speak to about 20

W

hat to do when you need amount
for your antennas, have alimited
budget and don't need hundreds of feet
in height?
Well, if you are Nebraska contract
engineer Tom Russell, you consider a
parking lot light pole.

broadcast engineers at last month's
Alaska Broadcasters Convention. ( Yes,
there are that many engineers in Alaska!)
Justin Ovsak is the assistant engineer
to Paul Jewusiak at the Anchorage Media
Group/Alpha Media stations in Anchorage. Justin handles a lot of paperwork,
and while organizing files at the station,
he came upon a useful idea that seems
very simple yet may have eluded you, too,
until now.

When KFMT(FM) moved into a
new office/studio complex recently, Tom
noticed the landlord was removing and
realigning some of the parking lot light

Fig. 2: STL, two-way, FM monitor and
EAS antennas are mounted to the
pole.

Justin only had astack of right-cut file
folders, seen in Fig. 3, but he didn't want
the folders all aligned to the right; alternating left-to-right would make searching
through files easier. Justin realized that
if he flipped half of the folders inside
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components, either mounted or loose,
and will illuminate when acomponent
is in contact. LED Test Tweezers are
able to test fuses, switches and shorts
in a circuit; they can also be used as
the probes for a multimeter using the
special connector cable that is included.
The kit sells for $70, and you can find
out more at www.smarttweezers.ca.
ow that TFT has shuttered its
doors, how will TFT users get service support? And how will TFT EAS
users make sure their gear is in compliance with evolving alerting rules?
Longtime company employee Darryl
Parker is trying to help, even though he
is no longer affiliated with the business.
"We have contact with former TFT
engineers and technicians who are
interested in providing support for TFT
product lines," Darryl told Radio World.
"Employees who were laid off are seeking other full-time employment but can
offer some time on weekends and offhours to repair TFT products."
The problem isn't just EAS equip-

Fig. 1: A parking lot light pole is
mounted behind the station.
poles. One was on the ground and about
to be scrapped. Needing about 60 feet of
height, Tom cut adeal with the landlord
and had the pole mounted behind the
station, as seen in Fig. I. Fig. 2shows the
mounting of the station's STL, EAS and
two-way antennas.
An additional feature of the light pole
is that it is hollow, so the antenna coax
runs down the inside of the pole, protected from the elements.
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Big Transmitter Features
in aSmall Box

Fig. 3: When organizing file folders, take aright- cut folder.

Fig. 4: ... and flip it inside out to get aleft-tab folder.

roadcast engineer Allen "Alleo"
Branch services stations in Georgia
and Florida. After reading our tip about
the $300 Milwaukee Portable Inspec-

out, he would have an equal number of
left- and right-tab folders, making for a
much neater filing system. Easy? Yes.
Helpful? Yes!

tion Camera (Oct. 21 issue), Allen states
that Harbor Freight has asimilar handheld inspection camera for only $89.99.
It's the Cen-Tech Inspection Camera,
item 61839, and provides a 2.4-inch
screen and flex camera umbilical cable.
For $ 179.99, there is Cen-Tech's High
Resolution Digital Inspection Camera
With Recorder (search www.harborfreight.com for item 61838), which features a 3.5-inch LCD screen with a
recording and USB cable to export the
video.

Justin is an Alaska native who graduated from the Art Institute in Seattle
as an audio engineer. After spending
some time at the Anchorage Museum as
an AV/interactive designer, Justin joined
Anchorage Media.

The
corner.
Having
can be

holidays are right around the
Clip this tip to your wish list!
acamera on aflexible umbilical
enormously effective when you

A

nother neighbor to the north, Canada-based Siborg Systems, is selling
a neat tool that works in conjunction
with your multimeter.
The LED Test Tweezers is a set of
sharp, pointed tweezers designed for
testing LEDs and useful for testing and
troubleshooting microelectronics.
The sharp gold-plated phosphor
bronze tweezers are able to grasp small

ment, but modulation monitors and STL
equipment, too.
You can contact Darryl via darryleparker@comcast.net or at (408)
219-5579.
We'll keep you posted, but in the
meantime, check out the service box ads
in the back of this issue of Radio World
for third-party support companies who
may be willing to assist.
Contribute to Workbench. You'll help
your fellow engineers and qualify for
SBE recertification credit. Send Workbench tips to joihnpbissetegmail.com.
Fax to (603) 472-4944.
Author John Bisset has spent 46
years in the broadcasting industry and
is still learning. He handles West Coast
sales for the Telos Alliance. He is SBE
Certified and is apast recipient of the
SBE 'sEducator of the Year Award.
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What does VoxPro do?
Basically, this kind of stuff...

You're doing your morning show when there's a
caller on the line.
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It turns out to be THIS guy
and he wants to talk.

You're ready to go.
Hit RECORD on your VoxPro.

OP)
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VoxPro saves your work and starts anew clip
with you on one track and the caller on another
If you talk over each other, fixing it is easy.

How easy? Just mark to highlight what you want
to edit and push acouple buttons. Instantly, one
channel of audio is shifted and ready to air.

While airing the edited audio of the first guy,
the phone rings. It's THIS guy and HE wants to talk!
Here we go again, you're ready with VoxPro...

RECORD>EDIT>AIR...IN SECONDS
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Standing
Beneath
the Big Tower
90 Years of WSM
By Scott Johnson
From three miles north on
I-65, Isee it, rising from the
trees like a steeple. And
for radio engineers and
country music fans alike,
it does mark a place of
great reverence. It is the
808-foot tower of radio
station WSM-AM, and this
day marks an important

ShMt Happens. So Here's the Plan...

date in that station's storied

If there's a disaster like a flood or fire or photon torpedo, it could be
headed straight for a studio near you.

history. 90 years ago on
this date, WSM first signed
on.

No passing ' go,' no time out. It's going to hit you like so many Klingons in the
neutral zone, and your listeners are counting on radio — still the best wireless
communication out there — to get them through it. So here's the plan:

As Idrive up and am
directed to parking in a
corner of the vast field,

Reestablish islands of reliability.

along with a hundred or

Studio networks have a way of expanding, and those so-called islands of

more other guests, both the scale of the place and the weight of the

reliability could now be one large landmass the size of Australia. If one studio

experience sink in. I'm here for WSM's 90th anniversary celebration, an

goes down, they all

open- house at one of the nation's most famous transmitter sites.

For the entire story... INN29.wheatstone.com

For the entire story... INN29.wheatstone.com

Kim Komando's New Studios @ Corner of IT and Radio

Processing Tip From the Field

Oh, the irony.

Mike Erickson
reports in

Kim Komando's talk

with this audio

show about gadgets

processing tip:

and computer
technology was

Clip restoration

turned down by two

processors can

broadcast networks

make great

in 1994 because they

additions to the

said computers and the

production studio

Internet were a passing

but we don't
recommend them

fad.

for the air chain,

Of course we now know

where they can

that IP is here to stay.

play tricks on

And the irony? The

otherwise great

Kim Komando Show,

sounding audio.

produced by WestStar,
is now viewed on her

These algorithms

television network streamed over the Internet, and it's being distributed to 450 radio stations from a

seem to work on overly clipped audio but can be

rew studio facility that is - you guessed it - IP based.

unpredictable on audio that doesn't need to be restored.

For the entire story... INN29.wheatstone.com

For the entire story... INN29.wheatstone.com
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Student Radio Practitioners Travel to Twin Cities
learning sessions, tours and swag

COLLEG ERADIO
BY JENNIFER WAITS

Photos by engirt& Wads

CBI's annual confab featured
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Before the autumn chill set in, College Broadcasters
Inc. convened its membership in Minneapolis for
its fourth annual National Student Electronic Media
Convention. This year's event attracted more than 300
attendees, who traveled from 24 states and Washington,
D.C., from all over the United States.
Approximately two-thirds of the attendees came
from student radio stations, with the rest hailing from
other student media outlets including television stations
and websites. While it was mostly acollege crowd, a
handful of high school radio station advisers attended,
and one adviser brought acrew of students from high
school station WSTB(FM) in Streetsboro, Ohio.
Over the course of three days, there were more than
100 sessions, which ranged from roundtable discussions, to presentations, to panels, to how-to workshops.
Topics discussed included social media, FCC regulations, promotional ideas, sports broadcasts, LGBTQ in
broadcasting, working with music reps, news, webcasting and podcasting.

fe ot

These promotional items collected at the Swag
Swap and from Tour of Radio Kare eclectic and
memorable.
Many of the sessions provided practical advice from
both professionals and students about doing radio, television, and multimedia. Students from SCAD-Atlanta
Radio led ahands-on 'zine workshop, and there were
special intensive sessions devoted to animation graphics and Adobe Creative Suite.
One of the most compelling presentations was from

AUTHENTIC GLORIOUS
." OUTSIDE THE
MAINSTREAM NOT FOR SALE
TRAINING GROUND AN OUTLET
OF FREEDOM THE CORE OF

CAMPUS EXPRESSION c
AND LAUGHTER THE VOICE__;
THE STUDENTS FUNNY UNSille
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WHERE IT ALL BE 61S5
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This College Radio Day t-shirt was spotted at College
Radio Day's booth at the CBI convention.

Students gather at
CBI's Swag Swap.

Each student tracked down astory to report on in
the Minneapolis area, conducted interviews, edited
and crafted afinal audio piece, along with additional
content for an affiliated website. The week's emphasis
was on non-narrated storytelling, so each story was
told through the voice of the subject, with other audio
adding to the mood and narrative.
During aSaturday morning listening session, conference attendees were able to hear the completed
pieces. Next Generation Radio Project leader Doug
Mitchell asked each participant to share what he or she
had learned from the experience.
After hearing the engaging pieces created during the
week, participant Jason Fuller noted "radio is apowerful tool for those who have been silenced."
The Next Generation Radio Project pieces can be
heard on the CBI website at http:Ilaskcbi.orgInextgeneration-minneapolisl.
MEETING AND GREETING
One of the great things about student media conferences is that it creates an opportunity to meet students
from other stations and to pick up tips on how things
are done elsewhere.
CBI's annual Swag Swap is afun social event during which students chat with folks from other stations,
collecting stickers, buttons, and pens from other stations. The event was as frenzied as usual, and some

Next Generation Radio Project participants and mentors worked on their pieces
during the convention.

Ritenour High School's media adviser and educator
Jane Bannester, who spoke eloquently about how her
students at KRHS Media, including KRHS(FM), covered events and protests in Ferguson, Mo., following
the 2014 shooting of Michael Brown by apolice officer.
Bannester explained that it was impossible to not
cover the story, as it was affecting her students and
her school. "You can't hide from these stories" and
"you can't just stay on your campuses," Bannester said,
pointing out that "real learning" happens when one
goes out and does reporting beyond the school walls.
NEXT-GENERATION PROJECT
A special workshop happening in tandem with the
CBI event was an application-based weeklong radio
and journalism training boot camp for student reporters. NPR's Next Generation Radio Project brought six
students to Minneapolis for aweek of field reporting
under the watchful eyes of professional mentors.

students held tight to coveted items like beanie caps
and premium sweatshirts in the hopes of trading them
for other limited edition pieces. Some of the more
whimsical bits of swag this year included car air fresheners from KXLU(FM) in Los Angeles; guitar picks
from WKNC(FM) in Raleigh, N.C.; water pistols from
WPTS(FM) in Pittsburgh, Pa.;" keychains shaped like
pizza slices from WUOG(FM) in Athens, Ga.; and a
cute stress ball character with an Elvis haircut from
Lander University radio station XLR which broadcasts
online from Greenwood, S.C.
Beyond the Swag Swap and targeted roundtable
discussions — for radio station managers, radio sports,
advisers, program directors and others — those eager
to connect with other stations had the opportunity
to partake in some station tours in Minneapolis. A
limited number of students had the option of touring American Public Media, KUOM(AM) at the
University of Minnesota, KMSP(TV) and WCCO(TV).
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FEATURES
tainment programming, public service
announcements, podcasts and more.
CBI President Greg Weston told me
that the awards ceremony was a highlight of the conference for him, saying, "It was great seeing and hearing
the best work from student electronic
media from around the country and the
world — The American University in
Cairo was afinalist — and WCCO(TV)
reporter Reg Chapman was a great
emcee."
The Winning pieces can be seen and
heard on the CBI website at httpilaskcbi.orgiminneapolis12015-cbi-national-

student-production-awards-winnersl.
LOOK TO PHILLY
A session was devoted to gathering ideas for the next CBI convention,
scheduled for Oct. 20-22,2016.
"We've very optimistic for CBIPhiladelphia," said Weston. "We're
already working with local professionals to secure both speakers and tours for
next year. Having the conference in the
northeast will make it easily accessible
by car or train to many, many schools
that have previously had to fly, so we're
expecting increased participation from

our members in that region."
With numerous college and high
school stations in the Philadelphia area
alone, it should be an action-packed
event.
Jennifer Waits is co-founder of Radio
Survivor and co-chair of the College,
Community, and Educational Radio
Caucus for the Library of Congress'
Radio Preservation Task Force. A college radio DJ since the 1980s, she's volunteered at four stations and has hosted
amusic show at KFJC(FM) since 1999.
She obsessively tours radio stations,
which she chronicles on her blog.

Saturday Afternoon Events:
NSEMC Keynote Speaker, Clinton Furry, Northstar A, IOU p.m.
19

2015 National Student Production Awards, Northstar A. 3:00 p.m.

ROC- Solid Performance for Any Studio

The schedule of sessions on the final
day of CBI's convention demonstrates
both variety and depth.
Although Icouldn't make the official
tours, Itraveled on my own to see three
college stations in the Minneapolis
area, including KRLX(FM) at Carleton
College, WMCN(FM) at Macalester
College and KUOM(AM) at the
University of Minnesota. Because Iam
fascinated by the early history of college,
Iwas excited to visit several stations on
campuses with long radio legacies, in
addition to presenting on the topic.
Both KRLX(FM) and KUOM(AM) are
descendants of stations that date back
to the early 1920s, and students at
Macalester started doing campus-only
radio in the 1940s.
CONTENT STRATEGY
The conference concluded with a
keynote speech by Clinton Forry, vice
president of content strategy at Weber
Shandwick. Although he works at a
PR agency now, Forry started o.ut as a
college radio DJ at KGRK, when it was
aUniversity of Northern Iowa campusonly station. After college, he was ahost
at several radio stations and worked at
PRI before becoming a content strategist.
Forry reminded student media participants that "radio programming is
content too." He explained that online
content should support astation's overall goals and reminded the audience
that "online content sticks around" and
requires regular maintenance to ensure
that it's up-to-date.
Following
his
keynote,
CBI
announced the winners of its 2015
National Student Production Awards.
Culled from 898 entries (the most ever
for a CBI competition), winners were
announced in 24 categories, including news, sports, social media, enter-

•
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•
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Cost-effective solution for on- air or production
Simple integration with audio playout systems
Any source anywhere -- minimizes facility costs
Mix and match with other Logitek consoles in the facility
All the mix- minus you need
Powered by Logitek's dense- node AolP architecture

Logitek
www.logitekaudio.com ' 800.231.5870

Networked Console Systems
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Resource for Business, Programming and Sales

Alpha Media: Live, Local and Hungry
The company's strategy focuses on local content and the receiving device

IRADIO'S
LEADERS

NextRadio is a significant initiative
within the industry, Alpha Media feels;
the company views it as a beneficial
asset to its stations in regards to expansion as well as continuing to be the
foundation for news and local community information.
Additionally, Alpha Media stations
produce •different content for all of the
platforms with which fans interact, such
as Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.

BY CHRISTOPHER SPRINGMANN
Alpha Media is on the acquisition
prowl again after consuming Digity's
116 stations in 26 markets, positioning
the Portland, Ore.-based company as the
fourth- largest radio ownership group
in the United States as measured by
number of stations, with 252 outlets in
54 markets, third in market penetration,
according to the company.
That's zero to 252 stations in just six
years. The company recorded $ 115.1
million in over the air advertising revenue in 2014, according to an estimate
from research firm BIA
Kelsey.
You'd think Alpha
Chairman Larry Wilson
— who sold Citadel
Communications in 2001
for $2.1 billion, according to his company biography — might at least kick
back now, having satiated his latest
appetite for national growth and audience aggregation by doubling Alpha's
size with the Digity acquisition.
Hardly. Wilson, 70, tells Radio World
that he's got his eye on 25 family-owned
properties because "families care about
employees." Wilson also said he spends
his days perusing adatabase of 10,000
U.S. stations, " the ones that Clear
Channel, er, iHeartMedia, doesn't own."
To understand Wilson's motivation
for plunging back into the radio business with clear-eyed fervor, you need
to meet Bear, the ubiquitous Alpha
rescue dog, who appears in caricature at
Alpha's HQ, in print and online — even
as an employee tattoo, we hear.
"Bear runs the company. I'm just
this figurehead," says Wilson. " Irescued him up in Montana while Iwas
distributing my wife's ashes in Glacier
National Park. He was badly abused,
with abusted-in face, an eye kicked out,
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of its revenue from commercials. We
believe streaming is asupplement, not a
substitute to broadcast radio."
Alpha's radio advertising breakout is
an 80/20 business, according to Wilson
— 80 percent of revenue is locally
generated while 20 percent comes from
national buys, like AT&T and Subway.
But even national accounts can have a
local spin on Alpha's stations, as is the
case with Subway, with jocks reading
and personalizing timely localized spots
while munching on Subway sandwiches
delivered to the station. Subway franchisees eat it up, according to Proffitt.

"I ADVOCATE FOR ENGINEERS"

Larry Wilson

ALPHAMEDIA
LIVE. LOCAL

an awful infection, but Bear is big and
healthy now." The company's name and
logo are anod to Wilson's love of dogs,
referencing "alpha dogs."
You could say that Bear actually
rescued Wilson, who had left Citadel
in 2001 to take care of his invalid wife,
Claire. She died of cancer in 2008. " I
was alost soul, and some of my old partners asked me to get back in the radio
business," Wilson said.
One of those partners was Bob
Proffitt, the " Prophet of Profit:' Alpha's
president and CEO and the former COO
at Citadel.
OK, the winning team is back together, they're on abuying spree — but how
do they make money instead of just
spending it? By buying right, investing
in and empowering all-star local talent,
acquiring live performance venues and
always remembering is's about great
local content. It's also about multimedia, interactive, the FM receiver chip
and free-but-scarce concert tickets that
build local listener buzz and loyalty.
Its wide-ranging initiatives include the
kink Im website and listener community,
utilizing more video and qualitative statistics in sales presentations, and adding
supplementary smartphone video reporting to news stories online. Additionally,
Alpha Media is testing programmatic
online ad sales in afew markets, offering
access to the stations' Internet presence
via customized, separate "lifestyle" sites
for these advertisers.

Mike Everhart

Buying properties starts with consulting Michael Everhart, Alpha's director of engineering. Everhart has the
crucial role of station evaluation and
integration specialist. His acquisition
experience, decision-making and oversight are so valued that Everhart is as
respected as aC-level executive.
According to Wilson, "Everhart is
the best engineer I've ever known. He
knows what the signal does as far as
bringing in revenue. He's very important part of our top management team."
Everhart sees his role as a profit
center, an asset and investment to be
exploited cheerfully by management.
"In a lot of places engineers are
viewed as nothing but an expense to be
reduced or eliminated as much as pos-

Everhart sees his role as aprofit center, an
asset and investment to be cheerfully exploited by
management.
Wherever fans are, the company is "holding aconversation with them, sharing on
air videos, contesting and more:' said Vice
President of Marketing Randi P'Pool.
"Radio is now the number one medium, surpassing TV for the first time in
decades," Proffitt said. "That is aproven
fact by arecent Nielsen study. Also, for
the first time, with another study, radio
can show ROI up to 17-1 in some categories. That is significant."
Proffitt says, "Pandora and Spotify
are music collection services, and they
are very good at that. But you listen to
them when you want to get away, change
your mood, listen to music in a quiet
area. Commercials seem out of place,
and often you just hear them trying to
get you to go to their 'premium' model,
which costs and is commercial-free.
Only 4 million customers have
signed up; Pandora gets 80 percent

sible," he said. "Iadvocate for engineers
to be included in upper-level management discussions, in long-range planning because the work that they do is
often pivotal to the success of the operation. Ialso advocate for the recruiting
and development of engineers."
At the earliest hints of the Digity
acquisition, Everhart was included in
the conversation, as he has been since
2009. Everhart's first job in the acquisition was to give reassurance, to build
respect, confidence and trust among the
Digity folks he engaged. A spokesperson for Alpha Media declined comment
for this story about the company's staffing plans; but Everhart does not seem
to be the guy with asword, slicing and
dicing staff while cutting up existing
formats and procedures.
Wilson says, "If there's astation that is
(continued on page 23)
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Celebrity Connection Keeps Radio Relevant
Regardless of station format, listeners
recognize ( and remember) famous voices
to help you plug charity fundraisers, to
wish your DJs good luck in upcoming
10k runs or to offer aholiday greeting
specific to your town.
And it's really amazing when you get
them to talk about new songs they've
just released and what these songs

stars appear in your city or nearby.
And don't forget local stars! You
almost certainly have famous homegrown athletes, musicians and entertainers who will register with your audience.
GET IT IN WRITING
Next let's get tangible. Obtain commitments from celebrities to offer
something to your listeners that money
can't buy.

I'm sure you won't be shocked that the
acoustic guitar on which John Lennon
recorded "IWant to Hold Your Hand"
and "Love Me Do" recently sold for
$2.4 million to an undisclosed buyer
at auction.
These are not isolated instances.
Over decades, the market repeatedly
has proven that owning a piece of
celebrity history has tremendous value
in American culture.
Fortunately, radio stations remain
in a solid position to capitalize on
celebrity.
FOUNDATIONAL
This connection needs greater
emphasis in terms of weaving the theme
into our foundational elements. Overt
awareness of this "celebrity connection" must be integrated into our plans
as part of our mission to stay relevant in
the overall entertainment industry.
Start simple by making sure that
your listeners regularly hear celebrity voices mention your station, your
personalities and your city events. Be
aware, however, that while it's not difficult to get stars to mention your call
letters, it does take planning to get them

Features:

Mark Lapidus

iStockphoto5adeugra

How much would you be willing
to pay for a cardigan sweater that
Kurt Cobain once wore on MTV's
"Unplugged" show? If you're prepared
to cash in part of your 401(k), you're
on the right track. Last month, Kurt's
lycra-blend, too-cool-for-school sweater sold for $ 140,800.
With this piece of clothing in mind.

DRomo
POWER
ilIlIi

at an office; send flowers on Valentine's
Day in acelebrity's name with ahandwritten card; visit veterans in a local
hospital; be interviewed by a high
school newspaper reporter; get paid to
be aroadie; or have acelebrity propose
marriage from one listener to another.
Meet and greets with celebrities never
get old and listeners will talk about
these experiences for alifetime — giving your station credit for making it
happen.
As to obtaining actual celebrity
items for giveaway or to use in an auction to benefit acharity, I'm for it!
As the saying goes, "If you don't ask,

If you keep abaseball on hand, it's easy to pull it out when that star pitcher visits
the studio. The ball can later be used to raise money for alocal cause or given
away as part of an on- air contest.
mean to them. Of course, these sound
bites have to be continually refreshed to
remain relevant.
Are the format leaders in your
company able to provide some of this
opportunity? They may well, but most
often this is best driven locally when

Ideas: Breakfast or lunch at the station with a star (while they are there
to be interviewed); a few hand-written
lyrics to one of their big songs written
on acocktail napkin; an offer to record
the answering message on a listener's
mobile phone; play ashort acoustic set

you don't get." The trick is to plan far
in advance and have one person take
responsibility for obtaining the signature. Truthfully, this can be neglected sometimes with all the excitement
going on when astar is around.
Often it's a matter of having the
right item in your possession when
a celebrity is being interviewed. I've
worked at places that kept guitars, baseballs, basketballs and footballs around
to be signed. Many celebs have written
books and typically are cool about signing them. I've asked for and received
signed pants, hats, shirts and CDs.
While you're too late to collect a
pair of drumsticks (with asigned drum
head) for Thanksgiving this year, they
will keep without refrigeration until
next year.
The author is president of Lapidus
Media. Contact him at marklapiduse
verizon.net

NM-250 MKII - Newsroom Mixer

-Built In Talkback System with 2 Send and Receives

-2 Balanced Mono Mic Inputs

-1 Unbalanced Input / Output for computer Sound Card

-Monitor Select ( Mixer Output or Off Air)

-1 Unbalanced Stereo Front Panel Jack Input

-LED Meter Display

-1 Balanced Mono Line Input for Telephone Hybrid

-Phantom Power Built In ( 48v)

-2 Balanced +4 dBM Stereo Line Inputs

-Built In Cue System with Dimming

800-779-7575
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Your College Is Dropping Its FCC License

was the platform for San Francisco's
vibrant arts community, and KUSF provided the glue that brought this community together. We have lost the local
community emphasis of KUSF."
and brought it in closer to the
Not having an analog FM signal has
department of media studies. A
cut into this community engagement
new professor was hired to teach
and involvement with the students. They
podcasting and other hybrid media
may not have a clue what's going on,
skills that would complement the
even though it's only five blocks away.
BY DICK TAYLOR
student-run online station.
While Kidd says they are working hard
"We decided we had to take
to rebuild this aspect of the program,
When a college decides to sell the
the reality we were going to lose
not just those inside the academy were
FCC license of its student radio station
upset about the FM license
and move to an all-online radio experibeing sold; the community
ence, what's the impact on its students
was just as upset. Healing
A screenshot shows the primary
and its learning program?
those feelings and emotions
online presence for KUSF.
Iset out to find the answer to this
is taking time.
question by talking with educators who
amajor blow. KTRU returned to the
"How this impacts pedahave gone through this experience.
FM band with a 100-watt LPFM
gogy is that today's stuFirst, note that not all colleges that
license at 96.1 on College Radio
dents, ages 18-22, are really
have decided to give up their student
Day this fall, and there's a lot of
into mediated communicastation's FCC license had an educational
excitement from both the students
tions but they really don't
program in place that tied to the student
and the community about its return.
know much about what's
radio station.
happening on the ground,"
rag
Vanderbilt's WRVU(FM) is an
STUDENT LEARNING IMPACT
Kidd said.
example. Ispoke with the communicaWhen I called Dr. Dorothy
KUSF has more than
tions department chair Bonnie Dow
Kidd, chair of media studies at
200 students involved in the
and learned that there was no pedagogy
the University of San Francisco,
online radio station, but it
—the method and practice of teachIwould finally get some answers
has amuch smaller listenering — tied to the student radio station.
to the question of the pedagogical
ship as a streaming station
WRVU also recently announced that
impact of an institution terminating
than the 20,000+ it enjoyed
it would be getting a low-power FM
its student radio station FCC license
over the FM band. And this
The station also utilizes the online platform Bandcamp.
license and would be returning to the
in favor of astreaming-only station.
brings up another interestair in Nashville.
KUSF sold its FCC license in
ing problem with astreamAnother example is Rice University,
2011, and four years later Kidd shared
the FM license and basically had to go
ing station. If KUSF builds its online
which saw its student-run 50,000-watt
how the university navigated the change.
into the online environment and figure
audience to the size of its former FM
FM license sold by the university to
First, the selling of the license set off a
out how it would be positive for students
listenership, its current equipment could
remain an online streaming radio stamajor firestorm in the city. Kidd told me
and how we could support that with
not handle that number of connections;
tion, later leasing another Houston radio
that while she had fought hard to save
skill development," said Kidd.
the station would need new technology
station's HD2 signal. Will Robedee, the
the license, after about two years, reality
But what ultimately changed? The
to handle the online listenership.
station's GM, told me, "A lot of people
set in. It was decided that, for the sake
station now has more student participaCan students learn everything they
thought the radio station went away
of the students, the program needed to
tion but community engagement has
need to know about radio via astreamentirely." KTRU had been streaming
réthink things.
dropped dramatically.
ing student station versus an FM or
ts programming online since 1999, but
She began to focus more on how the
"It's a big loss in a few different
LPFM station? From a technical skills
leaving the FM analog band in 2011 was
online radio station would be operated
ways." said Kidd. " in that KUSF really
standpoint the answer is probably yes,
unless the student plans an engineering
career, where air chains remain highly
specialized. But they will not experience the same connection with their
local community with astreaming-only
LEND A CAN REACHES 25TH YEAR
student radio station experience.
LEND A HELPING CAN
In the end, whether a college has a
Rock-formatted stations in Portsmouth and Manmedia program tied to the student radio
RADIO AUCTION
NOVEMBER 19714401K 201.5
chester, N.H., recently reprised an annual Thanksgiving
station or not, the loss of an FM license
can drive and radiothon for the 25th time. In 2014, the
in every case disconnects the s
.tation
event raised over $ 100,000, and over the last quarterRock 101's commitment to advancing the issue and solvfrom its community, even though it can
century, the event has donated over $ 1million to feed
ing the problem," said Greg Kretschmar, on-air personalstill be heard via the Internet.
thousands of New Hampshire residents.
ity for Greg, who spearheads the event. " Every night in
That's something all broadcasters
WHEB(FM) and WGIR(FM), both iHeartMedia stations,
New Hampshire there are children going to bed hungry,
need to remember.
participated in the Lend A Helping Can on-air fundraiser
and Lend A Helping Can has helped to feed hundreds of
Dick Taylor is a Certified Radio
Thursday and Friday, Nov. 19 and 20 from 5:30 a.m. —
thousands over the years. One hundred percent of the
and Digital Marketing Consultant
7p.m. It was hosted by morning show "Greg & The Mornmoney that we raise is given to 11 agencies that feed the
and assistant professor of broadcasting Buzz" and presented by Burton's Outdoor Living.
needy."
ing at Western Kentucky University
The event was broadcast at " The Morning Buzz"s
The proceeds will go to The Salvation Army of Manin Bowling Green, Ky. He joined the
Portsmouth studios and heard statewide on WHEB in
chester and Portsmouth, My Friends Place, New Horizons
faculty of its School of Journalism and
Portsmouth on WGIR in Manchester, WQ50(FM) in Lebaof New Hampshire, The New Hampshire Food Bank,
Broadcasting after a 42-year career in
non, as well as heard in other parts of New Hampshire
Community Action Programs of Strafford and Rockingradio. He is director of the KBA WKU
and Vermont.
ham County, Community Partners, Families in Transition,
Radio Talent Institute and is on the
"To do this for 25 years speaks to 100.3 WHEB's and
David's House at C.H.A.D. and Crossroads House.
board of the New Jersey Broadcasters
Association.

Now what? Some stations turn to LPFM, others concentrate on streaming
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ALPHA
(continued from page 20)

not working, we roll up our sleeves and we fix it. People
need to be empowered, so we get them on acourse we all
agree on, monitor them but stay out of their way."
While Everhart and his team couldn't visit all 116
Digity properties in person, he says he worked closely
with Lloyd Collins, his Digity engineering counterpart.
1111111M111111111M1

You're not in the radio
business unless you do good
content. And alot of our peers
are heavily in debt, they're cutting
costs and firing people. We're in
the business of hiring superstars to
do great radio.
—Larry Wilson
and Digity CEO Dean Goodman to head off potentially
expensive problems, such as "being off the air for an
extended period of time, having alicense that is revoked
or under examination, two things that impact revenue generation," said Everhart. "You've got to have agood reputation with the FCC in an acquisition, an upgrade, amove,
anything involving atransfer or license application."
Everhart asks questions like: Ig there a 30-yearold unsupported transmitter or adeteriorating tower?
Does existing software/hardware meet our compatibility needs? Do call letters, frequency, power level
and transmitter coordinates as listed in FCC databases
reflect the reality that we see when we go in for avisit?
For Everhart, it's about due diligence and following

Wilson is si-own with his dogs. Bear is on the left,
Muddy at right. " Bear runs the company. I'm just this
figurehead," Wilson says.
an established playbook, understanding the value of
assets to be acquired, plus determining deficiencies
that could become negotiating points as the acquisition
moves forward.
Everhart thinks like an uptime marketer, too.
"What you're really trying to do is get an audience
into your tent, whether that tent is virtual, electronic,
social media, software driven or even areal tent," he
said. "In Alpha's case, that's the deeply local and relevant connection to the audience in the markets that
we serve. We make it very easy for them to connect, as
platform-agnostic as possible. And then entertain them
and keep them around."
MANAGING SCARCITY, BUILDING LOYALTY
Historically, local DJs have been visible figures at
concerts, introducing name acts, plugging the local
station and attaching aface to the voice. That model
is alive and well at Alpha Media but with atwist; the
company is now in the live performance business,
developing and running its own venues and, according
to the company, making money at it.
First, a little perspective: According to an August
2015 New York Times article, live music revenue globally grew from $ 10 billion in 1999 to almost $30 billion
last year, as determined by data assembled by live-

music service Songkick. Average ticket prices rose 150
percent between 1997 and 2012. The audience demand
for live music has accelerated as price-driven ticket
scarcity has excluded major fan segments.
Enter Alpha Media with its products. They include
the Skype Studio in Portland, with acapacity of 168,
which supports the company's six radio stations in that
market.
Is it a profit center, an interactive laboratory, a
community connection? "It's all of the above, and you
named them, one-two-three," said Proffitt.
"Number one is, we do make money off of it. We
don't sell tickets. You got to be our friend. You got to
earn them through being afrequent listener. You got to
win them on the air. It's an up-close-and-personal way
to connect, but we do sell sponsorships." Alpha owns
the venue while Skype, part of Microsoft, is the title
sponsor, having purchased naming rights.
Wilson said, "People love to interact with artists and
it drives radio listenership. People meet an artist, they
come back to our station to hear the artist. That's just
the way it works."
Alpha Media also runs the Alamo Lounge in San
Antonio, Texas; WIIL(FM) Rock's Studio East in
Kenosha, Wis., with acapacity of 75 including standing
room; aColumbia, S.C., theater under conversion that
will serve six Alpha stations; and aformer Adelante TV
studio in Salt Lake City, Utah, which has been repurposed into a intimate performance lounge seating 40,
serving three Alpha Spanish-language stations. Listeners
must tune in to win these free tickets to all the venues.
"Alpha hires on-air super stars and lets them do
their job, get involved in the community, charities and
other local causes — that's it," said Wilson. "We want
to keep our product great, and we work very hard at
that. It pays off. It's alittle harder when you got 252
stations, but we'll do it. We've done it before when I
started Citadel in 1984."
Larry Wilson. He's back, he's bad and nationwide.
Watch out, iHeart!
Christopher Springmann is the producer of the syndicated "Life, Love & Health" health talk show.
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CMR's true ratio readout is a factor of
10 more stable than instruments that
measure normalized amplitude. With a
15kc IF for the measuring circuit, this
monitor is ideal for diplexed arrays.

•True Ratio reading. Non-Reference and Reference
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electronically to give an accurate digital reading.
•Stable, accurate phase reading with automatic
phase

sign.
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measurement with a front panel switch.
• Dual Surge Protection.
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A Flavor of New York: From the AES Show
At the Javits Center, it was another year of great gear
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AudioTechnica
BP40

'SHOW RECAP
BY ALAN R. PETERSON
Swinging back through New York
City as it does every two years, the
Audio Engineering Society International
Convention returned to the Jacob Javits
Center at the foot of 34th Street and the
Hudson River, hosting another large and
enthusiastic crowd of audio professionals from all disciplines over Halloween
weekend.
Crowds have been steadily increasing
following a major dip in attendance a
few years ago due to Hurricane Sandy. In
spite of the rejuvenated crowds, product
exhibitors were again at the north end of
the Javits Center, in asmaller exhibition
hall than what we've experienced in the
past. While somewhat " intimate" in feel
compared to earlier years, this did not
deter the crowds nor take away from
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Get onboard the
Telefunken bus!
attendees' enthusiasm.
Even though the conference catered
to audio pros in fields ranging from
gaming audio to music recording and
multimedia, there was plenty to be had
for the radio broadcasting professional.

It RADIO
Mailed to
Your Inbox
Radio. It's among the most important
things in your life. Only another radio
person can understand how you
can be so passionate about it. Now
you can share the world of radio in
a new format with a FREE digital
subscription to the # 1 technical radio
publication: Radio World.
Digital subscribers get all the same
great features of the print edition and
then some, with links to manufacturer
websites and rich media content.
You'll receive an email notification
when the issue is ready to view:
Just click on the link provided and
it's all right there in your browser.
Read the issue on line or print out
the pages — it's your choice!
To sign up for your FREE digital
subscription, simply go to
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The show also didn't skimp on the
technical workshops nor the very cool
products in the exhibition hall.
Admittedly, Iwent to see the new.
products. And there are a lot to talk
about.
MICS
For the pro broadcaster, the show
has to start with microphones. Without
them, well, you just wouldn't have radio.
Audio-Technica was particularly
vocal (get it?) about its BP40 large-diaphragm dynamic mic, seemingly aimed
at the E-V RE20 crowd. With a bright
but nonsibilant peak around 3.8 kHz,
the BP40 has abit more clarity than an
RE20. while still looking like it really
belongs in aradio studio. And at $489
MSRP, it is acontender in price as well
as function. A-T also took the opportunity to display its premiere 5040 vocal
condenser mic.
An attractive offering from Shure
was the PGA181, a side-fire condenser
mic popularly priced at $99. According
to Shure reps on the floor, the mic was
drawing some interest from academia,
where abalance between audio quality
and cost is important.
Shure also brought out the "
ainnit
cute?" factor with the MV51, a USB
condenser mic with built-in DSP function and headphone jack for live webcasting and recording, all dressed in a
retrostyled case reminiscent of the company's classic Model 55 microphone.
By the way, if you have $3,000 to
burn through, Shure is rolling out the
KSEI500 electrostatic earphone system
in January 2016. Looking to all the
world like aset of earbuds, the KSE1500
boasts some pretty remarkable specs.
Telefunken's microphone display was
shown out of the back of aclassic VW

Shure
MV51

Bus and included the M82 Broadcast
Dynamic Mie, in addition to its line of
condenser mics.
Recording mics don't get much
more precise than the offerings from
Earthworks. The familiar SR40 went
through some design tweaks, including
anew capsule and electronics that bring
noise levels down another - 16 dB, along
with its unprecedented response out to
40 kHz.
Boutique microphones — those other
than the bread-and-butter units in daily
use in the studios — include the transparent ( literally) LCT 940 from Lewitt,
with acrystal-clear cover over the dualtriode tube in the mic body; the transformerless Mojave NIA-50; the ADK Z-67,
available in retro colors reminiscent of
1950s appliances; and the "Lollipops
and Lipstick" convertible mics from 3
Zigma Audio.
Audio recording via smartphones and
tablets is now firmly part of life. So
Apogee got together with Sennheiser
to present the ClipMic digital microphone for Apple iPod. iPad and iPhone
use. When teamed up with the Apogee
MetaRecorder app, the result is a fast,
simple and accurate audio solution for
field recording.
In fact, with smartphones and tablets increasingly becoming pressed into
service as audio acquisition devices, it
is necessary to be able to diagnose and
measure them as effectively as any other
audio component. Enter the APX line of
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audio analyzers from Audio Precision.
The APx555 can be ordered with modules for testing Bluetooth, HDMI, ASIO
and other standards.
STUDIO TECH
Two familiar names to broadcasters
are Tascam and Denon. Both were well
represented in New York this year.
Tascam displayed the DA6400 solidstate rackmount recorder, with astunning
64-track recording capability. Intended
not as aworkstation, but more as abackup recorder for DAW sessions and live
capture or touring recordings, I've got a
feeling this technology won't stay in that
domain very long and may trickle down
to other aspects of audio recording.
Tascam also included a look at
the DR- 10X, a portable mic-attached
recorder for field recording and radio
ENO, recently reviewed in Radio World
(Nov. 4, 2015).
While Denon has been moving away
from broadcast products in favor of A/V
and corporate audio, one item stood out:
the DN-300Z. On the outside, aconventional-looking CD player, but this 1RU
baby plays audio CDs, MP3s, WAV and
AAC files; has aslot for SD cards and a
USE port for thumbdrives and external
HDs. When things get really dull in the
studio, there is an AM/FM tuner as well
to listen to the competition.
Studios require complete control over
noise, both outside and in. But visibility
between performers and engineers is a
must. Soundproof Windows of Reno,
Nev., met the challenge with a line of
studio doors, windows and glass sliders. A great advantage over older design
windows is the ability to disassemble
the elements and clean the interior side
of the glass — something that cannot
be done with gas-filled sealed systems.
GK Acoustics touted its line of
"green" sound control products, consisting of bass traps, panels and diffusers made without formaldehyde, and
emphasizing ecofriendly components
and manufacture processes.
Jocavi Acoustic Panels of Portugal
proved panels don't have to be dull. The
company's line of acoustic products are
abold departure from standard design,
including the oddly knobby Two FX
diffuser and wonderfully artsy Cosmos
absorber.
It is always good to see WhisperRoom
at the AES show. The flagship vocal
booth design has not changed much
from the company's initial offering in
1990, but why mess with it? We need
isolation when recording those critical
narrations, and even the single-walled S
models come through every time.
CONSOLES
An attractive offering from Yamaha
was the TF1 TouchFlow console, with
40 inputs, plenty of DSP power and
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motorized faders. While earmarked for
live sound, there are plenty of opportunities to use this mixer in audio production situations. Recall that the company's 02R and 01V consoles started out
for pro audio applications but found a
home in off-line radio production.
The Lawo radio broadcast mixing
system was last seen in New York in
2013, and has returned in the form of
the crystal and sapphire consoles. With
the industry moving totally towards networked AolP systems, it will be interesting seeing what inroads this German
company will make.
And then there was the "Roots"
audio console from Tree Audio in Los
Angeles. In the middle of all that is

sparkly and new, seeing aretro all- tube
audio console with real analog meters
and chicken-head knobs was arefreshing breeze through the hall.
THE DIGITS
On the digital front, iZotope teased
its new Ozone 7mastering software and
the RX Post Production Suite — highend products to be certain, but essential
for rescuing old recordings and making
new production sound its best.
Other than the obligatory Avid Pro
Tools booth (just as spectacular as ever,
naturally), DAW manufacturers again
stayed away. Magix made agood stand
with its Samplitude Pro X2 and Sequoia
13 offerings, but there are many other
manufacturers who Ibelieve would benefit from the visibility.
By the way, astroll by the Avid dis-,
play would have let you see the Sonnox
line of plug-ins, including the entire
Oxford series. This line, along with
Waves plug-ins, is probably the most
powerful and popular ones in everyone's
tool box.
Retro fans, rejoice! Eventide went
back in time and created 17 plug-ins
from 40+ years of rackmount products. Called "Anthology X," this collection pulled together the best of the
Harmonizer line, the Omnipressor, the
Instant Flanger and Instant Phaser, and
a few modern products as well. Word
from the booth is that the software
authors actually went back and bought
used units from auction sites and analyzed them inside and out to get both the
great old sounds and the sonic quirks of
the aged boxes today.
Another old favorite, ElectroHarmonix, hit New York with a giant
assortment of "stomp box" processors
— lots new, and some based on 1970s
designs. For many of us who couldn't
afford rackmount processors back in
the day, we would plug mics into these
guitar effect boxes to get the sound we
wanted. They still sound great.
RADIO HISTORY
The
conference
included
an
acknowledgement to ahistoric technical development for radio broadcast,
as the 50th anniversary of the Alford

antenna was observed Thursday, Oct.
29. The development of the Alford
allowed multiple FM radio stations to
broadcast through a single combined
antenna array, rather than one antenna
per signal.
Without this ability, it can be argued
that putting FM signals up in major cities would have been alot more difficult
and expensive.
The AES and the Society of
Broadcast Engineers combined forces
to present this session on the 67th floor
of the Empire State Building, where the
original Alford still exists as abackup
antenna.
AND NOW, THE EXTRAS
Among the better "swag" giveaways
on the show floor were the oversized
mugs being given out by the Soundproof
Window people. As you can see, it towers over my own classic 1989-vintage
Radio World mug, and holds four times
the volume. When my doctor asks me
how many cups of coffee Idrink in a
day, Ican semi-honestly tell him, "One."

Mugging for Attention
It was a treat to see Moog Music
back in New York, if only to touch the
massive modular patchable synthesizer
the company brought as abackdrop to
its exhibit. Itrained on one of these in
the late 1970s and used aMiniMoog in
1988 at WHEN(AM) in Syracuse, N.Y.
For radio zaps-and-bleeps, there was
nothing better.
Finally, I had wondered why, in
recent times, Ihad not seen Sound Ideas
and the Hollywood Edge at the same
shows. This time, they were in the same
booth, as the two sound effects titans
had combined forces. Among this year's
offerings is The Voice Kit, with human
sounds ranging from laughs and growls
to burps, and beyond.
The next U.S. convention will be in
Los Angeles in late September 2016
and will cycle back to New York in
fall 2017. Ihope to catch you at one or
the other.
Alan Peterson is production director for the Radio America Network
in Arlington, Va., and a longtime RW
contributor. He has been attending
and writing about AES conventions
since 1997. Contact him at apeterson@
radioamerica.com.
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Broadcast Engineering Software

OWL ENGINEERING. INC.
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Consulting Communications Engineers
5844 Harnline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

•AA) FM S.CL Applications

651-784-7445

•Allocation and Upgrade Studies • Tower Detuning
•Pre-Purchase Inspections • Intermodulation Studies
•ANSI and NRSC Measurements • Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurement ,
•AM Dire, tional Arras. Design. liming and Proof using Method of Moments
Fax (651) 784-7541

•Create stunning " real-world" coverage maps, interference
studies, and population reports with Probe
•Find STL broadcast auxiliary and Part 101 microwave
frequencies and generate PCN letters with Microwave ProTM
•AM Pro 2Tm, used daily by FCC engineers, performs skywave
and groundwave allocation studies and AM coverage mapping
•Map FM stations and
discover upgrade
possibilities using FCC
minimum separations and
contour-to-contour methods
with FMCommanderTM

www.V-Soft.com
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ANTENNAS/

MICROPHONES/

7888-765-2900

TOWERS/CABLES
WANT TO SELL
CCA
FM8000G
107.9,
50129.9 hrs, like new; 4- Bay
Jampro antenna deicers, gd
cond; 4- bay Shively circul polar
FM antenna, manual. sherry@
prtcnet.org, or 859-533-5635.

HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS
WANT TO SELL
1934 RCA 77A double ribbon
microphone, originally used
by Arthur Godfrey at WFBR
Baltimore. 100% perfect condition. Contact Bill Cook, 719684-6010.

AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON- AIR)
WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's,
UREI
LA-3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
& any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST
-214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.

WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on- air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
MISCELLANEOUS
WANT TO SELL

AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL
DIY- DJ Version 2.0 is now
available.
Over 500 copies
of DIY- DJ, a Linux based radio
automation system, have been
distributed and now version 2.0
is available. Voice tracking, join
satellite feeds, do unattended
sports and remote events, temperature announce, scheduler,
automatic cut editing on import,

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
www.g raha
mbrock.com

Looking to Buy or Sell
Used Equipment?
Look no further, you're in the right place!

(800) 743-3684

ROTRON BLOWERS AND
PLATE BLOCKERS, new &
rebuilt for Elcom, Harris, CCA,
CSI, McMartin. Goodrich Ent.
11435 Manderson St. Omaha,
NE 68164 402-493-1886 Email:

charlesgoodrich44@gmail.
corn
FOR THE BEST PRICE &
24 Hr service on transmitting
tubes & sockets/parts, new 8,
rebuilt call Goodrich Ent. at 402493-1886 day or night, www.

goodrichenterprises.com

RIA BEWORL

Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

Call today for current rates and deadlines!
212-378-0400 x523 • minderrieden@nbmedia.com
I'm selling between 150 and
200 cassette tapes that consist of old-time radio shows,
sports shows, some local New
York radio talk shows, etc...
Must take entire collection
and the price is negotiable.
Please call me for details and,
my phone number is 925-2845428.
Radio broadcasts of Major
League Baseball, NFL, and
some college football games
that are on cassette tapes,
approx 100 to 125 games, time
period of entire collection os
from the 1950's — 1970's, BO.
Must purchase entire collection.
Contact Ron, 925-284-5428 or
ronwtamm@yahoo.com
Approx. 30,000 45 RPM oldies. Starting in the 50's thru
90's. Lots of 50's and 60's. All
in sleeves. Most are promotional radio station copies. Many
RARE ones too never released
on CD. Many were transferred
to MP3 and currently playing
on our station. About 85 to
90% rock...some country and
misc. more psa's etc. Asking
$30,000.00 or best offer. No
phone calls! email us at: oldiesradio104@yahoo.com.

WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing
consoles,
amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working
or not, working transformers ( UTC Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035
or ilg821@aol.com.
2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.
Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast and recording gear, amplifiers, processing, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots preferred. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.
I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's.
For example newscast, talk
shows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like
KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA,

$1rOadcaeti

ao
0

tliPnierig

Over 45 years engineering
and consulting experience

R.F. Communications Software
and Engineering Consulting

www.AcousticsFirecom

Acoustics First
-5011110 An 11015f C0111101 IIIITERGE5-

'Member AFCCE'

BROADCAS ITECHNICAL CONSULAR IS
Full tirmicr From Allm-Jtion to
opmeion AM/FM
Field Vri•dc Antenna and
Facilitic• Design

COMMUNICATIONSO

and much more. It's FREE. If
you are using version 1.0 or
would like to try DIY- DJ, go to
krwsfm.com, register and down
load your free full version. The
only thing we ask is that you
let us know if and how you are
using the software. Call (406)
679-0527 or email krws@digitaldevelopment.net for a copy
today.

ACOUSTICS

E-mail: info•owlenc,com

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC.

altormat.on, ask
MIchrae at 212-378-0400 x523
of minderrieden nbmedia corn

MD'

WORLD

possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS
WANT TO SELL
Free sample SCA decoder.
417 -881-1846.
TFT monitor receiver model
EAS-930A for volunteer
ARES/Ham station, please
state condition, band modules
and price, rwbetts@sbcglobal.
net.
RECORDING &
PLAYBACK HARDWARE
WANT TO BUY
Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719684-6010.

KWBR, KSFX, KOBY, KCBS,
KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc, I
will pay for copies... Feel free to
Standard Short-tune series.
call me at 925-284-5428 or you
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
can email me at ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
TAX DEDUCTIBLE
Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco
Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking for SF
Giants games and/or highlights
from 1958-1978 also taped off
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with along promotion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time
is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if

EQUIPMENT
Donations
Needed:
All
Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations need Equipment. Will
offer tax deduction letter, You
determine donation value, We
will pay shipping. Equipment
shared
between
three
Wisconsin stations. Looking for
Mics, Mixers, field equipment,
etc. You name it. Email: Dan@
WIECradio.org.
Non-profit low power FM
station, Love Life Community
Radio in Decatur, IL, is
requesting donation or sale of
used equipment. Looking for
100w or 300w FM transmitter ana emergency alert system.
Please call 217-358-9852.
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Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the cost of New!

CONC

seembiaespeew

Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com
Intl + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760
TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
Used FM Transmitters
In- Mode HD

2006

Harris Digital Z6HD, solid-state
Harris Z3.5CD, solid-state

3.5 KW
>5 KW
KW
7.5 KW

2000
2006
1995
2002

aKW
10 KW
10 KW

1997
1998
2004

CCA FM8000G, single phase
Harris Z10CD. solid state
Ha -ris Z10CD, solid-state

20 KW

2004

27.5KW

1988

Harris ZD20CD, solid-state
Ccntinental 816R-4B, New CE SS IPA

30 KW
35 KW

1988
1991

Harris FM3OK
BE FM358

1991

Nautel ND10. solid-state

12 kW

2001

Nautel XL12, solid-state

FROM STOCK

.i111111

Exciters & Miscellaneous Equipment

,

.
1t

Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

K
•,

NEW SOCKETS
REPLACEMENT PARTS

BrORDCPST

TV Transmitters- Analoa and peal
Used FLO TV Transm.tters Axcera
• • Rohde & Schwarz Harris Maxiva

BE FC30, SCA Generator
Bird Model 8936. 10 kW air-cooled RF Load
Harris N + 1Controller

NEW POWER TUBES

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

nautei

crown

The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

—

Used AM Transmitters

ISO 9001 Certified

FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

Coneutztal eizettaide3

HARRIS

New TV Transmitters- Ar.aloa and Digital
OMB. Rohde & Schwarz am Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 Wto 10 KW)
TV -511

Worldwide Availability

Al
L-ni
eill
e
yip _1„ii;JII
JIjj,
5iJ
•

Made in U.S.A.

ADS GET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL
COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER

800-441 - 8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX: + 1 -215-938-7361

EmPLOYMENT SECTIO./ AND REALLY COVER WE BROADCAST INDUSTRY AND THEN SOMIEI

WANT TO SELL

www.radioworld.com

12-378-0400 ext. 523
minderriedens@nbmedia.tom

(.
fenlontomaandeu & Poxe,-Puluvrel
mace., pooerproducts

emu,

AM Ground
Systems Company

[
•

Complete AM Ground
System Servi

amgroundsysteMS.COM

866-22RADIO

Without advertising
aterrible thing happens...

\m'

CALL (800) 414-8823
Intl (650) 846-2800
Fax (650) 846-3195
Visit our Web Site at
www.cpii.com/eimac

www.fmamtv.com • E-mail: transcom@fmamtv.com

Harris MW- 5 AM
transmitter, top shape, now on
1330 kHz, but can fully test
as.nd tune it to your operating
freq. Ready for delivery; CSI
PM 5,000 grounded grid 5 kw
M transmitter, complete with
s,s, exciter, well maintained, in
warehouse ready to ship. 972931-6055 or email witkeauxvvorldwide@yahoo.com.

e

CA1•1 11:

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

I=E

Harris HT5CD
Harris 27.5CD, solid-state, SPH

10 KW

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry
would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

Please visit our website,
www.fmamtv.com, for additional listings.

Harris Z3.5. solid-state

TUBES

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

NOTHINfli—
For information Mint
Michele at 212-378-0400 ext. 523
or mindernedengnbmedia.com

POSITIONS WANTED
Are yoa asmall market station needing a good nuts & bolts engineer in
the Los Angeles area? Iwill make your
station shine! CET, fully FCC Licensed.
Available for Full/Part-time/Contract
work. Available immediately. Mitchell
Rakoff, 909-446-6820 mitchellrakoff@
yahoo.com.
Experiened radio station manager
seeks new management opportunity. More than 39 years experience in
radio. Willing to relocate. Family-friendly

format(s) preferred. Send details about
your management opening to: radiogm@
hotmail.com.
Unique, lively, bilingual female.
Creative, witty problem-solver, who's
responsible, punctual with leadership
strengths, and open to new things. Great
VO/On-Air/Production and Promotions.
682-203-1488 or kareenr32@yahoo.com.
Production/On-air/Sports/Mobile DJ
experience, able to juggle multiple proj-

ects/deadlines head-on. Relevant, engaging, witty and adaptable, leader wth passion and driven to succeed, Lonnie, 817292-9030 or lonniew1981@gmail.com.
Extremely knowledgeable and articulate racing writer/talk show host
Adam Amick is available for shows,
correspondent, features, etc. Check out
www.bleacherreport.com fo' samples.
Call 214-384-5812 or email: adarie
rubbinsracingshow.com.
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AMs " Stand Alone Against the Dragons"
Small station owner says the new revitalization order sharpens the sword

ICOMMENTARY
BY JIM DOOLEY
The author is owner of WYBT(AM)
in Blountstown, Fla.
I'm excited. I'm in my 50th year
in broadcasting, moving into first-time
management/ownership of my hometown AM radio station in Blountstown,
Fla. This is where Istarted at the age of
14. ( You can go home).
Understand that Iam not an engineer
(some who know me are laughing and
saying, "That's for sure"). I stumble
around; sometimes things work, sometimes not. I have been blessed with
engineers and friends who know how
to do what needs to be done; trely on
them alot.
Having worked as a program director, operations director and DJ, I've
been disappointed over 20 to 30 years
at how AM has been treated, especially
in smaller to medium markets. Most
owners just gave up and let the FMs
take over.
No doubt there are noise sources
now that have adamaging effect on AM
signals, but I've always believed it's content that makes one station better than
the other. Iknow little to nothing about
the technical aspects of why AM reception is not as strong as it used to be. We
can't pick up signals like WLS, WLAC,
WWL, WBT like we could years ago. I
can only compare to what I'm dealing
with here.
Old, poorly maintained equipment is
not a fault of engineers but of owners
who don't want to spend the money to
keep it up. Ihave aground system that's
been ripped apart by overgrown trees
and lack of maintenance, which even
this non-engineer can see is a major
problem for my signal — even to one of
my towns only nine miles away.
The station's previous owner also
had an FM; however it's being taken off
in another direction, noncommercial/
educational.
Iam the only local radio station in
the area. Ibroadcast by day at 1000
kHz with 5kW. Iserve three small communities — one with no traffic lights,
one with only two traffic lights and one
across the river in the Eastern time zone
with only one traffic light.
Istream my station, use TuneIn and
try to offer local programming for this
small area with music and the swap

shop, local news with sheriff's report,
obits and birthdays and, yes, lost dogs,
as well as high school sports and everything else Ican do to service the community.
Three major cities, within an hour's
drive to the north, east and southwest,
have big-boy FMs. I can't compete
with them on a signal level, and most
of the "more popular" formats are all

refuse to listen to AM. Too little too
late? Hardly. Not for me and my little
station; it means twill survive and my
hometown community gets covered.
DAYTIMER PROBLEMS
The population of the two counties
(not cities) for which Itake responsibility as my local areas is just over 23,000
residents. They don't all listen to me but
111111111111111111111111MMMIlb 11111

The large markets will always fight each other
for whatever they can get, but in the small markets we
stand alone against the dragons.

around me. Iplay '60s and ' 70s top40 oldies, and because tgrew up here,
music selection is easy for me. Iam in
the direct path of traffic from coastal
Florida hurricane evacuation routes.
Coming through my town is a quick
way out when the weather gets bad, so I
need agenerator to keep me running in
emergencies.
Isee nothing but "up" in my future,
with the new FCC rules and the thought
of getting a translator to help with my
signal and to please listeners who just

Istill serve them. Yet Imust sign off at
sundown, which after we set the clocks
back means dark at 5p.m.
The county next to me is in the
Eastern time zone. So by the time Isign
on in the morning, they're at work or
school. I'm worthless to them, except
during their lunch break.
Relaxing some of the old AM rules,
the ratchet rule, will certainly help me.
I've been told — and this could be
wrong — one of the stations Iprotect
by signing off at sundown is in Seattle.

December 2, 2015

Look at the map. It's all the way across
the country from where Iam in north
Florida. Really? If there is a radio
station within a 100-mile radius of
me that's concerned about my station
conflicting with their signal, they are
not concerned about serving their own
community.
I've read most of the FCC revitalization order, and admittedly, my engineer
will have to explain it to me. From what
I'm able to understand, though, the 250mile waiver rule to move translators
will be ahuge advantage for me. Ican
afford the expense of filing for the move
once, but two or three times with the
hop method plus the cost of the translator could prove too costly to attempt.
That's money Ican put into replacing
my ground system.
Ihave afriend in Dothan, Ala., who
does not have the ground system issues
Ido, but as astandalone AM, he, too, is
surrounded by big-boy FMs. One of his
competitors has afull FM, a5kW AM
and ... a translator. Doesn't seem fair.
AM revitalization rules are going to
help the small AM stations like us serve
our communities better.
The large markets will always fight
each other for whatever they can get,
but in the small markets we stand alone
against the dragons. AM revitalization
rules sharpen the sword.
Again, not too little too late for me.
Actually, it's just in time.
Comment on this or any story. Email
radioworldenbmedia.com with "Letter
to the Editor" in the subject field.
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READER'SFORUM
EBOOKS

AM WINDOW APPLICATIONS

c[ICDWORLD

1love everything
you do except for
your "eBooks." I
dislike all eBooks,
and gladly pay extra
for real books. I'm
interested in obtaining "Streaming for
Radio Broadcasters"
and "Radio Station
Streaming 2015" in
hard copies.
Ron Kocher
President
WFBO(LP)
Palm Coast, Fla.

FILES

Get the Most
Dut of NS
ARCTIC PUMP:

1,04ffl.

11•11. we.

R.
Editor in Chief
Paul McLane replies:
Thanks Ron. Our popular series of eBooks is not sold in print, but
it's easy to read the content on paper if you prefer — and it's still
free. Log on in the usual way at radioworld.com/ebooks and open
your ebook. Among the icons you'll see at upper right is one that lets
you print the pages. Or you can "Save to Your Desktop," which takes
you to apage where you can saw as a PDF and then print (scroll
down to find the PDF option).

HOW TO
SEND ALETTER TO THE EDITOR
Email radioworld nbmedia.com with " Letter to the Editor" in the
subject field. Please include issue date.
CONTRIBUTE FREELANCE ARTICLES
Email radioworld@nbmedia.com and request our Writer's
Guidelines

ADVERTISER INDEX

I agree with Mark Lipp ("Diversity Will
Not Benefit from this Process,"radioworld.com,
Nov. 11) on several points, but Ifeel some clarification is needed.
The re-farming of the TV Channel 5 and 6
spectrum, if it ever happens here, is going to
be a very long process. AM broadcasters need
some kind of relief that's much more immediate.
So let's not take 5and 6off the table, but in the
meantime let's get some small daps of analog
FM spectrum that can become very useful on
amuch shorter time frame. In smaller markets
(full disclosure: I'm involved in a250-watt daytimer in asmall market), this can be alifesaver
... already has been in places Iknow about.
Only AM licensees can take part in these
windows ordered in the R&O. This means that
we're not talking about thousands of applications like we experienced in the 2003 window.
A lot of stations around here already have their
translator via the usual process. Ithink we can
expect something around a thousand applications in the total window run.
Some AM stations in larger markets are sited
so that atranslator meeting the fill-in requirements would not cover even a quarter of the
market area. Other platforms ( HD sub-channels, webcasts) begin to look more attractive at
that point. So Iquestion how many applications
we'll actually see. However, some stations may
use the window to grab asecond translator that
they might not have been able to get otherwise.
Prices will go up — probably are going up
as Iwrite this. But applicants are going to be
able to select from a potential pool of many
more licenses and permits due to the 250-mile
waiver, and also due to the FCC's generous offer
to grant waivers on the construction time for
Window 83 permits acquired in the modifica-

tion window. A lot of those permits were the
result of pure speculation and were about to
clock out unbuilt until this came along. Those
speculators are standing by to take your call,
I'm sure. So it's not clear to me that prices will
just go through the roof. Iknow our group isn't
going to just take the first deal we get. We're
going shopping.
Mark also warns us about applications that
may be objected to by full-power operators "it .
interference is caused." We need to clarify what
he's talking about; 47 CFR 74.1204(f) provides
that atranslator application, even if it clears all
the protection requirements to all other records
in the database, might still cause interference
to existing listeners in an area beyond the protected contour of the station in question. This
rule says that station can claim that audience
as protected and block any proposal that would
interfere.
That is true and could be a problem for
AM applicants. However, in my experience,
broadcasters seldom pursue complaints of this
nature, even if they actually become aware of
the applications. They must prove to the commission that the audience exists with letters
from actual listeners in the affected area, for
one thing, and they know that they're just trying
to paint outside the lines by trying to claim legal
coverage outside the defined protected contour.
Interference, including from IBOC, has increasingly wiped out that "fringe" coverage we used
to covet when trying to DX that favorite FM
from abig market. So enough already.
Small-market AMs like us should go forth
and file, and try to get the best deal possible —
if not in the modification window, then in the
subsequent window for new permits.
Gary O. Keener
Keener Technical Services
San Antonio, Texas
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I
love Radio World's passionate,
'all-things-radio' reporting — and
high-quality journalism — about
relevant industry issues. Features
like 'Workbench' also help raise my
layman's IQ about technical topics.
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Technotog leaders speak of the importance
oían "innovation culture." Thank you,
David ,for helpingfoster such aculture in
radio broadcasting.

AFCCE congratulates you on
decades of continuous
service and dedication
to -the broadcast
industry. You are
one of our
greatest assets.

BlA/Kelsey congratulates David Layer on his
Radio World Excellence in Engineering Award.
As abold industry thought leader, he is amost
deserving recipient.

Beasley Media Group salutes David Layer!
We appreciate your commitment and
service to the industry.

The Broadcast Technology Society of the IEEE
congratulates David Layer on this recognition
of his invaluable service and commitment to
the broadcast industry.

Kelsey

to BEISLEY
MEDIA

GROUP

INC.

IEEE Broadcast
Technology
Society

Cox Media Group is thrilledfor David and'
the recognition he has received with this
prestigious award. David's dedication to the
science of broadcasting and his attention to
detail are the best in the business.
All the best
from his
friends at CMG.
RoLI P TechOps

COXMEDIA

David, congratulations on this well-deserved
honor! Your commitment to excellence and
years ofoutstanding contributions to the
NRSC kavefostered innovation in radio
and consumer
Consumer
technology.

Technology
Association

=r0

NEERING AWARD 2015
PRESENTED TO

DAVID H. LAYER
S ENIOR D IRECTOR, A DVANCED ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY D EPARTMENT
N ATIONAL A SSOCIATION OF B ROADCASTERS

On behalf of DTS, we would like to
congratulateyou on receiving the 20 15
Excellence in EngineeringAwarct!

Congratulations, David, on receiving the
Excellence in Engineering Award,_from
yourfriends at HD Radio.

ae*

Radio®
adtii solution

This is recognition you richly deserve!
Thank rufor the many things you have
contributed to broadcasting and the public.

eg-fid

David Layer: the person who REALLY
keeps the NRSC on track and moving
_fiàrward. On behafl of Greater Media and.
trte NRSC membership, congratulations
and many dunks.

4
,
G11

Greater Media, Inc.
a

may-owned company

David, congratulations
on this well- deserved
rec_ognition,frorn
all of the staff
at Kintronic
Labs!

Congratulations to our goodfriend
David Layer Well deservedt

nautei
Your leadership and commitment to
broadcast engineering have been invaluable to
the industry. Well deserved.
—Paul Brenner,
NextRaclio and
Emmis

next radio
Your NAB Labsfamily congratulates you on
this well-deserved honor recognizing your excellence and leadership in the radio technology and standards-setting process.

L**

NAB

LABS

Best wishesfrom NewBay Media,
NAB's partner in the NAB Show
Daily News.

NewBay

Beauty is in the eye of the beholder, the ears of your listeners,

get some beauty

the knowledge of your engineers, the voice of your jocks, the

Get LX- 24

power of your network, and the strength of your ratings.

MAKING THE ABSOLUTE BEST IN RADIO FOR OVER 35 YEARS

%.VVI--)c)Lx-tc)r)
BROADCAST AUDIO PERFECTIONISTS"
phone 1.252.638-7000 Iwheatstone.com Isales@wheatstone.com

